
Appendix 9



Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by less than 6 months

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

We are still in conversations with the 3rd parties we were introduced to.

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Introducing us to interesting 3rd parties and expanding 
our networking

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

No

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Strongly agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by less than 6 months

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question

Q19: Would your company... Respondent skipped this
question

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q21: Following the support and guidance you have
received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

Respondent skipped this
question

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by: Respondent skipped this
question
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Q8: What is the capital investment in London for this investment project?
£

Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

5- Excellent

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by between 6 months and a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Yes ( please estimate how many extra jobs you
created)
50

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, in the next 12 months

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? England (excluding London), Wales, Scotland,

Northern Ireland, London

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Managers and directors ,

Professional and technical occupations,

Sales and customer service occupations,

Administrative and secretarial occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

BDO ACOUNTING ,

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

GREAT POTENTIAL AND GOOD BUSINESS

Q18: What could we do better? HOPE WE CAN GET SOME TRAINING FROM 
LONDON & PARTNERS
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Strongly agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Strongly agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Strongly agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

GREAT POTENTIAL FOR BUSINESS

Q23: Completed by:
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by between 6 months and a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

The business expansion connections for branding build 
up

Q18: What could we do better? Perfect already
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Definitely invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by less than 6 months

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Yes ( please estimate how many extra jobs you
created)
2

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, within the next 3 years

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? England (excluding London)

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Sales and customer service occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

UKTI
JMB partnership
Trade Horizons Limited

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

By share information, contacts, and commercial support

Q18: What could we do better? At this moment, everything ok. We had all the anwsers 
when we ask something
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Business Culture

Q23: Completed by:
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by less than 6 months

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Fitzgerald & Law

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Help take the guesswork out of incorporating a 
business in London and finding the right partners.

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

No

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Strongly disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Strongly agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Strongly agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Neither agree or disagree

A more welcoming city Neither agree or disagree

A thriving cultural centre Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong tech offer Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by between 6 months and a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Yes ( please estimate how many extra jobs you
created)
5

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Managers and directors ,

Professional and technical occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Marlin, WeWork, Knight Frank

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Contacts and local support

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question

Q19: Would your company... Respondent skipped this
question

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest
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Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Neither agree or disagree

A more welcoming city Neither agree or disagree

A thriving cultural centre Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong tech offer Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

5- Excellent

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Definitely invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by between 6 months and a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Yes ( please estimate how many extra jobs you
created)
13

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Direct assistance, Introductions

Q18: What could we do better? Keep doing what you are doing
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

L&P has been a huge source of information, 
introductions and advice

Q23: Completed by:
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Client feedback form – Commercially confidential 

1-Company name (in London):  

  

 
                                                        

                 

2-Please provide a brief description of the business functions in your London Operation: 

 provides Quality Control Testing & Analytical Development 

services for chemical and microbiological analysis of pharmaceutical products 

The current site was acquired in September 2013 and reconstructed to make a purpose built state of 

the art laboratory. Serves customers in UK and Europe. Facility is audited by MHRA and approved for 

Chemical and Microbial analysis. 

3-Number of Employees in London at date of first engagement with L&P: 22 

4-Current number of employees in London: 32 
 

5-  

 

7- Estimated number of apprenticeships offered in London in 1 year:  - 

8 - Estimated number of apprenticeships offered in London in 3 years: NA 

9-What percentage of employees you anticipate being in these functions over the next 3 years in your 

London office:  

Managers and directors                 …10% 
Professional and technical occupations           …70%  
Sales and customer service occupations …15%  
Administrative and secretarial occupations     …5 % 
Others                                           … 

  

10 - How would you rate the support received by London & Partners: Excellent 

Excellent  

Prompt Intro UKTI sector specialist, Info on Imperial facility    

11-What would you have done without London and Partners’ support? 

 Probably expanded in London anyway 

 

 
12- Have the services and advice provided by London & Partners influenced your decision to expand 
in London sooner than planned? Cant Say 

 Yes, by at least a year 

 Yes, by between 6 months and a year 



 Yes, by less than 6 months 

 No 

 Don’t know 

Other (please specify) … 

 
13- Have the services and advice provided by London & Partners and its network influenced your 
decision to expand in London at a greater scale than originally planned? (For example, a greater level 
of capital investment, more office space, more jobs created) 

 Don’t Know 
 
 

14 - If YES, can you estimate how many extra jobs you created? na 

 
15-What is the total capital investment in London for this investment project? 

 

-  
 

16 – How did we add value to your business? 
 

- Provided info on details of support for apprenticeships  
- Introduced to Jon Mowels, UKTI Life Sciences Sector Specialist 
- L&P has provided intelligence on the Patent Box and Tax incentives on IP creations 
- Info on Imperial White City 

 

17 – What could we do better? 

18- Would your company…. 

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners networking events? YES  

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our publicity & press briefings? 

 

 NO 

Recommend London & Partners? YES  

Be interested in participating in research projects? YES  

Recommend other businesses to invest in London?  

 

YES  

Be interested in receiving information on additional chargeable services?  NO 

Be interested in further advice and practical support from UK Trade & Investment 

(UKTI) on how to export/trade from the UK? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

YES NO 

 

19 – Are there any other services you would like us to offer in the future? (If so, please list them) 

 

20 - How did your perception of London change as a result of the support and advice that London & 

Partners provided? 

 I have a better perception of London as a city in which to invest 

 



 
21 – Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent 
do you agree that London now seems…  

 Strongly 

Agree 

Agree Neither agree 

or disagree 

Disagree Strongly 

disagree 

Not 

sure 

A city which is better value 

for money 

y      

A place which is easier to 

travel to and around 

Y      

A more welcoming city 

 

Y      

A thriving cultural centre Y      

A city with a strong tech offer Y      

A city with a strong life 

sciences offer 

na      

 

22 – Please describe what the most significant change in your perception of London has been and 

why as a result of your interaction with London & Partners 

 

23 - Completed By:  
 

  
         
Date: 03/03/2017 

 

 





Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

4- Good

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by less than 6 months

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, within the next 3 years

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Northern Ireland

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Sales and customer service occupations,

Professional and technical occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Introductions and advisory on other companies entering 
the market and which service providers were 
recommended.

Q18: What could we do better? Nothing comes to mind. Important is to stay in the 
businesses mind and be aligned with their timing.
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Strongly agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

They are more connected and in touch with the 
ecosystem than what I originally thought due to their 
understanding and networks.

Q23: Completed by:
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Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
expand in london at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: If YES, can you estimate how many extra jobs you
created?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q14: What is the total capital investment in London for
this investment project?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question

Q18: Would your company... Respondent skipped this
question

Q19: Are there any other services you would like us to
offer in the future? (if so, please list them)

Respondent skipped this
question

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have
received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

Respondent skipped this
question

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by: Respondent skipped this
question
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by between 6 months and a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Introducing key chambers of commerce

Q18: What could we do better? acting as a sort of matching between demand and 
supply
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Neither agree or disagree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question

Q19: Would your company... Respondent skipped this
question

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change
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Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Neither agree or disagree

A more welcoming city Neither agree or disagree

A thriving cultural centre Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong tech offer Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

No

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Strongly agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by
London & Partners influenced your decision to expand
in London sooner than planned?

Don't know,

Other (please specify)
We are here already but we got very good advice to
develop in London

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by
London & Partners and its network influenced your
decision to locate in London at a greater scale than
originally planned? (For example, a greater level of
capital investment, more office space, more jobs
created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, within the next 3 years

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? England (excluding London)

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to
fulfil within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Sales and customer service occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

MIBP, banking, London Desk Hire, LCCI, varied events, companies with potential interest in cooperation

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

We got valuable advice for how to develop in London 
and got a lot of support to expand the network as a 
new start up company

Q18: What could we do better? We can see L&P is doing a lot of helpful work to help 
companies and they are indeed what companies 
need. New companies always face the fact to develop 
new customers so it would be great if L&P could have 
a focus on this part.
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London &
Partners networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade
from the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London &
Partners provided?

My perception of London did not change

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do
you agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Disagree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

I do have known about London very well already 
before got in touch with L&P. Interactions with L&P 
provided much better sense and solutions to tackle 
real issues at executing level

Q23: Completed by:
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Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

5- Excellent

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably NOT invested in London

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by less than 6 months

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, within the next 3 years

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? England (excluding London), London

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Professional and technical occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

WeWork, HSBC

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Helped get a consistent view of how to quickly set up 
offices, helped find the right locations and office space, 
partners for recruitment and banking and clearly made it 
seamless to invest and establish our business in 
London

Q18: What could we do better? It would help to get access to forums and decision 
makers of businesses in London, who are likely 
clients/partners for our services; Help us with mentions 
on website and a marketing platform to get the word out 
to the business community, on Antuit and our global 
presence
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Be interested in other services (if so, please list them) Marketing events for joint promotion

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Strongly agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Not sure/Doesn't apply

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Start-up friendly and open for business

Q23: Completed by:
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Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

5- Excellent

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably NOT invested in London

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by between 6 months and a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Yes ( please estimate how many extra jobs you
created)
3

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Fitz and Law
Redfern Legal

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Made the transition smooth, and easier to open up an 
office. Sped up our plans to invest in the UK market.

Q18: What could we do better? Nothing, the London and Partners team was great. 
Especially Mia Iwama Hastings
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Strongly agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by at least a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, in the next 12 months

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? London

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Professional and technical occupations,

Sales and customer service occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

You saved me a lot of time !

Q18: What could we do better? Help us to meet investors
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Strongly agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Administrative stuff is easier

Q23: Completed by:
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, within the next 3 years

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? London

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Sales and customer service occupations,

Administrative and secretarial occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

we already have partners in london

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Thanks to London Partners we have a bank account 
and a lot of other financial and investment support

Q18: What could we do better? The service was great
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

No

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

5- Excellent

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Definitely invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by between 6 months and a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

i2office - taken an office with them
other office providers

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Sped up the process of serviced office and decision 
making

Q18: What could we do better? Nothing
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Neither agree or disagree

A more welcoming city Neither agree or disagree

A thriving cultural centre Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
expand in london at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: If YES, can you estimate how many extra jobs you
created?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q14: What is the total capital investment in London for
this investment project?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question

Q18: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your expansion in our
publicity & press?

No

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

No

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q19: Are there any other services you would like us to
offer in the future? (if so, please list them)

Respondent skipped this
question

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change
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Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change in your perception of London has been and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

n/a

Q23: Completed by:
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Q1: Your Company
Company name (in London):

Q2: Please provide a brief description of the business
functions in your London operation: (i.e. European
headquarter, commercial/sales office, R&D, etc.):

Respondent skipped this
question

Q3: Current number of employees in London: 1

years:

Q6: Estimated number of apprenticeships offered in
London:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q7: What percentage of employees do you anticipate
being in these functions over the next 3 years in your
London office (percentages must add up to 100%):

Respondent skipped this
question

Q8: What is the capital investment in London for this investment project?
£

Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

5- Excellent

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Don't know
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Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question

Q19: Would your company... Respondent skipped this
question

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest
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Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Not sure/Doesn't apply

A place which is easier to travel to and around Not sure/Doesn't apply

A more welcoming city Not sure/Doesn't apply

A thriving cultural centre Not sure/Doesn't apply

A city with a strong tech offer Not sure/Doesn't apply

A city with a strong life sciences offer Not sure/Doesn't apply

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

5- Excellent

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by at least a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Yes ( please estimate how many extra jobs you
created)
1

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, in the next 12 months

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? England (excluding London)

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Professional and technical occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

BDO

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

help us to start the connection and make us understand 
the market faster

Q18: What could we do better? great job already
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Strongly agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Strongly agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Strongly agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

the welcome level of business

Q23: Completed by:
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably NOT invested in London

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by between 6 months and a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Yes ( please estimate how many extra jobs you
created)
5

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

SMITH STONE WALTERS; METRO BANK; i2 Office;Laytons, etc.

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Make us easily get in touch with the Local useful 
sources, especially for a IT start-up Company.

Q18: What could we do better? You already did great, from the Chinese team aspect.
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Strongly agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

The working pace of London & Partners has impressed 
me much more than others.

Q23: Completed by:
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Q1: Your Company
Company name (in London):

Q2: Please provide a brief description of the business
functions in your London operation: (i.e. European
headquarter, commercial/sales office, R&D, etc.):

UK Headquarters and Commercial; Sales

Q3: Current number of employees in London: 1

Q6: Estimated number of apprenticeships offered in London:
I don't know Might take on junior analyst

Q7: What percentage of employees do you anticipate being in these functions over the next 3 years in your
London office (percentages must add up to 100%):
Managers and directors (%): 20
Professional and technical occupations (%): 20
Sales and customer service occupations (%): 50
Administrative and secretarial occupations (%): 10

Q8: What is the capital investment in London for this investment project?
£

Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

4- Good

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably NOT invested in London
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by at least a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Oury Clarke

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Orientation around where to locate. Introductions to 
potential clients - eg London Boroughs

Q18: What could we do better? Don't know
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

No

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

No

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Neither agree or disagree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Not sure/Doesn't apply

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

More forward looking, informal and open culture than I 
expected

Q23: Completed by:
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Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

5- Excellent

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably NOT invested in London

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by at least a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Yes ( please estimate how many extra jobs you
created)
5

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, in the next 12 months

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Wales, Scotland

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Managers and directors ,

Professional and technical occupations,

Sales and customer service occupations,

Administrative and secretarial occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Ill be engaging Law firm and Accounting firm

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

By providing advice and linking us up with relevant 
agencies and their partners

Q18: What could we do better? Nothing at the moment, for me the Agency is the best 
entry point into the UK
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

No

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

No

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Don't know

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question

Q19: Would your company... Respondent skipped this
question

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change
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Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Not sure/Doesn't apply

A place which is easier to travel to and around Not sure/Doesn't apply

A more welcoming city Not sure/Doesn't apply

A thriving cultural centre Not sure/Doesn't apply

A city with a strong tech offer Not sure/Doesn't apply

A city with a strong life sciences offer Not sure/Doesn't apply

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

We used the law firm Field Fisher.

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Provided the NYC office with a friendly and welcoming 
service that included initial advice on setting up a 
business in the UK. The service exceeded expectations.

Q18: What could we do better? Maybe promote your services better in the London start 
up community ?
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Neither agree or disagree

A more welcoming city Strongly agree

A thriving cultural centre Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

As a resident of London, I have been highly impressed 
by the welcome and support given to the US operations 
of BounceX before my arrival. It is great to know that 
this service is being extended to hundreds of 
businesses around the globe who are interested in 
investing in the UK.

Q23: Completed by:
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Definitely invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Don't know

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Yes ( please estimate how many extra jobs you
created)
5

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

n/a

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

General advice and support.

Q18: What could we do better? Reduce fees for membership!
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Strongly agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

The sheer number of new firms and the opportunities for 
business between them all!

Q23: Completed by:
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by less than 6 months

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, within the next 3 years

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? England (excluding London), Scotland, London

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Managers and directors ,

Administrative and secretarial occupations ,

Sales and customer service occupations,

Professional and technical occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Central Working - office

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

gave overview of London contacts

Q18: What could we do better? everything is perfect
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Provided necessary contacts very easy and these 
contacts work

Q23: Completed by:
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Definitely NOT invested in London

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by at least a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Yes ( please estimate how many extra jobs you
created)
3

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, within the next 3 years

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? England (excluding London)

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Professional and technical occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

RBS
HSBC
Oury Clark
Silicon Valley comes to UK

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

with the contacts

Q18: What could we do better? More contacts
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Strongly agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question

Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes
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Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Not sure/Doesn't apply

A place which is easier to travel to and around Not sure/Doesn't apply

A more welcoming city Not sure/Doesn't apply

A thriving cultural centre Not sure/Doesn't apply

A city with a strong tech offer Not sure/Doesn't apply

A city with a strong life sciences offer Not sure/Doesn't apply

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Client feedback form – Commercially confidential 

1-Company name (in London):   

 

 

 
                                                                 

                                                    

 

2-Please provide a brief description of the business functions in your London Operation: 

Retail 

 
3-Current number of employees in London:   
 
4-Estimated number of employees in London:         

5-Estimated number of apprenticeships offered in London:  

Year 1 ………….       Year 3 ………………..             I don’t know 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6-What percentage of employees you anticipate being in these functions over the next 3 years in 

your London office:  

Managers and directors                 …3… % 
Professional and technical occupations           …… % 
Sales and customer service occupations …40… % 
Administrative and secretarial occupations     ……10 % 
Others                                           …… % 

  

7-How would you rate the support received by London & Partners: 

Excellent Good Average Poor Very poor 

 x    
 

8-What would you have done without London and Partners’ support? 

 Definitely NOT invested in London 

 Probably NOT invested in London 

XProbably invested in London anyway 

       
9 - Have the services and advice provided by London & Partners influenced your decision to locate 
in London sooner than planned? 

 Yes, by at least a year 

 Yes, by between 6 months and a year 

 Yes, by less than 6 months 

X No 

 Don’t Know 

 

 

   



 
10- Have the services and advice provided by London & Partners and its network influenced your 
decision to locate in London at a greater scale than originally planned? (For example, a greater level 
of capital investment, more office space, more jobs created) 

 Yes     

 No 
X Don’t Know 

 
If YES, can you estimate how many extra jobs you created? ………………. 

 
 

 

 
 

12-We introduced you to the following service providers, please indicate the ones you have chosen 

to work with and comment on the service received from any of these providers: 

London Chamber x 

Rochester PR 

JMB Partnership 

13- Would your company…. 

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners networking events? YES  

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our publicity & press briefings? YES  

Recommend London & Partners? YES  

Be interested in participating in research projects? YES  

Recommend other businesses to invest in London?  

 

YES  

Be interested in receiving information on additional chargeable services?  NO 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

14-How did we add value to your business? Through connections and contacts 

? 

 
15-What could we do better? 

Connect directly businesses  with similar goals. 

16-Are there any other services you would like us to offer in the future? (If so, please list them) 
Hemp industry advise 

   
 

  
 

      
 

 

14/04/2016      



Q1: Your Company
Company name (in London):

Country of origin: Germany

Q2: Please provide a brief description of the business
functions in your London operation: (i.e. European
headquarter, commercial/sales office, R&D, etc.):

Office

Q3: Current number of employees in London: 2

years:

Q6: Estimated number of apprenticeships offered in
London:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q7: What percentage of employees do you anticipate
being in these functions over the next 3 years in your
London office (percentages must add up to 100%):

Respondent skipped this
question

Q8: What is the capital investment in London for this 

Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

4- Good

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Yes ( please estimate how many extra jobs you
created)
0

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question

Q19: Would your company... Respondent skipped this
question

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest
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Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Neither agree or disagree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Some general legal and accounting advice

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Directed us to open with a Sole Proprietary Visa

Q18: What could we do better? NA
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Neither agree or disagree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong tech offer Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No,

Other (please specify)
But they help a lot in the first stage

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

CentralWorking

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Its a start up helper

Q18: What could we do better? You need a chilean person working in the entrepreneur 
environment who can promote you, not only in the 
industrial sector. Local chilean designers, artist do not 
have success in Chile because the market is to slow 
and if you offer open it would be great
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

No

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

No

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Neither agree or disagree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

London had not a track record relationship with South 
America and in the last time they are making and effort, 
but it is a long way

Q23: Completed by:
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Definitely invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Central Working

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Too early to tell

Q18: What could we do better? We have only just engaged so little we can tell you as 
yet
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Neither agree or disagree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

We feel that industry is a little more accessible than we 
first imagined

Q23: Completed by:
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Definitely invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

A bank - HSBC

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Giving general guidance on banking facilities

Q18: What could we do better? Giving a named contact person at HSBC
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

No

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Strongly agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

London's continued commitment to open up to the world

Q23: Completed by:
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Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
expand in london at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: If YES, can you estimate how many extra jobs you
created?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q14: What is the total capital investment in London for this

Q15: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question

Q18: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your expansion in our
publicity & press?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q19: Are there any other services you would like us to
offer in the future? (if so, please list them)

Respondent skipped this
question

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change
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Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Neither agree or disagree

A more welcoming city Neither agree or disagree

A thriving cultural centre Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong tech offer Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change in your perception of London has been and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

No effect.

Q23: Completed by:
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Definitely invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Don't know

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Pufa Bank London branch

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Don't know

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, in the next 12 months

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? England (excluding London)

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Managers and directors ,

Professional and technical occupations,

Administrative and secretarial occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

very helpful finding right people and right partners

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question

Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes
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Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Strongly agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Strongly agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Strongly agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q1: Your Company
Company name (in London):

Q2: Please provide a brief description of the business
functions in your London operation: (i.e. European
headquarter, commercial/sales office, R&D, etc.):

European Headquarter

Q3: Current number of employees in London: 2

years:

Q6: Estimated number of apprenticeships offered in
London:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q7: What percentage of employees do you anticipate
being in these functions over the next 3 years in your
London office (percentages must add up to 100%):

Respondent skipped this
question

Q8: What is the capital investment in London for this 

Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

4- Good

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question

Q19: Would your company... Respondent skipped this
question

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change
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Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Neither agree or disagree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

NA

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Nothing negative to say. Excellent support, particularly 
from FCA

Q18: What could we do better? Nothing
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

London Chamber of Commerce

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

advice / encouragement / network

Q18: What could we do better? networking events

Q19: Would your company... Respondent skipped this
question

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a worse perception of London as a city in which
to invest
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Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Neither agree or disagree

A more welcoming city Neither agree or disagree

A thriving cultural centre Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong tech offer Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No,

Other (please specify)
The decision to expand has not been discussed yet

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

We haven't worked with anyone yet at the moment.

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

It has helped connect us to the right organizations and 
we eventually became a member of these organizations

Q18: What could we do better? Be accessible/visible from the very start of company 
set-up; ie. applying for work visa, correspondence 
before physical transfer to the UK
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q1: Your Company
Company name (in London):

Q2: Please provide a brief description of the business
functions in your London operation: (i.e. European
headquarter, commercial/sales office, R&D, etc.):

Global HQ

Q3: Current number of employees in London: 4

Q6: Estimated number of apprenticeships offered in
London:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q7: What percentage of employees do you anticipate being in these functions over the next 3 years in your
London office (percentages must add up to 100%):
Managers and directors (%): 30
Professional and technical occupations (%): 30
Sales and customer service occupations (%): 40

Q8: What is the capital investment in London for this 

Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

4- Good

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Office allocation

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Not sure/Doesn't apply

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Don't know

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question

Q19: Would your company... Respondent skipped this
question

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change
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Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Not sure/Doesn't apply

A place which is easier to travel to and around Not sure/Doesn't apply

A more welcoming city Not sure/Doesn't apply

A thriving cultural centre Not sure/Doesn't apply

A city with a strong tech offer Not sure/Doesn't apply

A city with a strong life sciences offer Not sure/Doesn't apply

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q1: The Company
Company name (in London):

Primary Contact in London (Name): -
Title/Position: -
Contact number: -
Email: -

Q2: Please provide a brief description of the business
functions in your London Operation:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q3: Number of Employees in London at date of first
engagement with L&P:

10

Q4: Current number of employees in London: 50

years:

Q7: Estimated number of apprenticeships offered in
London in 1 year:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q8: Estimated number of apprenticeships offered in
London in 3 years:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q9: What percentage of employees you anticipate being
in these functions over the next 3 years in your London
office

Respondent skipped this
question

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably expanded in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by between 6 months and a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
expand in london at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Yes
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Q13: If YES, can you estimate how many extra jobs you
created?

50

Q14: What is the total capital investment in London for
this investment project?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question

Q18: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your expansion in our
publicity & press?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q19: Are there any other services you would like us to
offer in the future? (if so, please list them)

Respondent skipped this
question

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest
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Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change in your perception of London has been and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

-

Q23: Completed by: -
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Definitely invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, within the next 3 years

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? England (excluding London)

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Professional and technical occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Instant Offices

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Introduced serviced office providers and HR experts

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

No

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Not sure/Doesn't apply

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Neither agree or disagree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

n/a

Q23: Completed by:
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Don't know

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

WeWork, Tech London Associates, Level 39

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Introductions, discount on office space was great

Q18: What could we do better? Great support for our needs. No suggestions at this 
stage
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

No

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

I'm from London so already had a good perception

Q23: Completed by:
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Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
expand in london at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Yes

Q13: If YES, can you estimate how many extra jobs you
created?

6

Q14: What is the total capital investment in London for this investment project?
£

Q15: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Law firms

Q16: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Introductions and advice

Q17: What could we do better? Furhter published research on local specificity to share 
with our head office in Australia

Q18: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your expansion in our
publicity & press?

No

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q19: Are there any other services you would like us to
offer in the future? (if so, please list them)

Respondent skipped this
question

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest
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Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Strongly agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change in your perception of London has been and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Strategic placement in terms of employee and business prospects

Q23: Completed by:
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Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

5- Excellent

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by less than 6 months

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Yes ( please estimate how many extra jobs you
created)
1

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, within the next 3 years

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? England (excluding London), London

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Professional and technical occupations,

Sales and customer service occupations,

Administrative and secretarial occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

not at the moment. but will do in the near future.

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

legal, accounting and recruitment advices and support

Q18: What could we do better? more event, conference and partnership opportunities
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Strongly agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Strongly agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Strongly agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

sense of belonging

Q23: Completed by:
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by at least a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Yes ( please estimate how many extra jobs you
created)
15

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, within the next 3 years

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Northern Ireland

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Managers and directors ,

Professional and technical occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Law firm (Druces LLP)

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Guidance and network

Q18: What could we do better? Not much. We found the assistance and networking 
invaluable.
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Strongly disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Strongly agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

The open attitude towards dialogue and new 
encounters/ventures in development and business.

Q23: Completed by:
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Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

5- Excellent

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Definitely invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question

Q19: Would your company... Respondent skipped this
question

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest
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Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Neither agree or disagree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Definitely NOT invested in London

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by between 6 months and a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Yes ( please estimate how many extra jobs you
created)
5

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, in the next 12 months

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? England (excluding London)

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Professional and technical occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

JLL

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

provided knowhow over markets and partnership

Q18: What could we do better? more comprehensive service information
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Strongly agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

cost, convenience, internationlization degree, good 
partners

Q23: Completed by:
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No,

Other (please specify)
But L&P have been extremely helpful to CST

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Yes ( please estimate how many extra jobs you
created)
1

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, within the next 3 years

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? England (excluding London)

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Managers and directors ,

Professional and technical occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

We are working with several accounting firms introduced by L&P

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Introducing us to relevant networks and sharing insights 
as the business opportunities/investment decisions

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Strongly agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Not sure/Doesn't apply

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Tech and diversity of investment in London

Q23: Completed by:
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Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

4- Good

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably NOT invested in London

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by between 6 months and a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

By providing support and mentorship, introducing us to 
firms with whom we are bulding connections.

Q18: What could we do better? A single window source to get everything going, 
including business connections.
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Strongly agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Don't know

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Oury Clarke

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Network and introductions

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question

Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes
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Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:

 3

L&P FDI Inward Investment form



 

Client feedback form – Commercially confidential 

 

1 – Company name (in London):                      

                                   
                                                                                    

   
 

                                         

                                           
 

 

2 – Please provide a brief description of the business functions in your London operations: 

- D2L is an educational technology company known for its cloud-based Brightspace learning 

management system 

- London office handles sales, data analytics and technical support for all markets outside the US 

 

 

3 – Number of employees in London at first engagement (11 April 2016):                                         15                                                                                                          

4 – Number of employees in London now:                                                                                          20 

 

5 

 

 

6 

 

 

7 – What percentage of employees do you anticipate being in these functions over the next 3 years: 

  

• Managers and directors                                                                                                      10 % 

• Professional and technical occupations                                                                              20 % 

• Sales and customer service occupations                                                                           70 % 

• Administrative and secretarial occupations                                                                           0 % 

• Other                                                                                                                       0 % 
  

 
8 – Did you consider other potential locations for your expansion? (eg. other cities in the UK, cities in  

other countries or within your home market vs London) YES NO 

               
  If YES, which locations?:     1  Amsterdam  2  Berlin     3  Madrid  
  

 
9 – Approximate total capital investment in London for this expansion project (if known)? 
 

£  
 



 
10 – How did we add value to your business?   
- Advice on flexible and leased workspace options (including WeWork)  
- Introduction to Hanlon Bennett for property searches 
- Recruitment – info on University links, job fairs and apprenticeship schemes 
- Info on Mayor’s International Business Programme 
- Networking – invites to Second Home tech breakfasts 

 

11 – Would your company…. 

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners networking events? YES NO 

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our publicity & press briefings? YES NO 

Recommend London & Partners? YES NO 

Be interested in participating in research projects? YES NO 

Recommend other businesses to invest in London?  

 

YES NO 

Be interested in receiving information on additional chargeable services? YES NO 

Be interested in further advice from UKTI on how to export/trade from the UK? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

YES NO 
 

 

12 – Are there any other services you would like us to offer in the future? (If so, please list them) 

- N/A 

 
13 – Completed by:                                       
               
                                               

 





Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, in the next 12 months

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? England (excluding London), London

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Sales and customer service occupations,

Administrative and secretarial occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Law firm

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

introductions to service providers

Q18: What could we do better? more support for startups
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

No

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

No

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Strongly agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

L&P support has helped us at initiation of our business 
set up in London

Q23: Completed by:
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Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

5- Excellent

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably NOT invested in London

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by between 6 months and a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Yes ( please estimate how many extra jobs you
created)
30

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, within the next 3 years

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Professional and technical occupations,

Sales and customer service occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Strong professional marketing research & official 
supports

Q18: What could we do better? More networking events
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Strongly agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Strongly agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Strongly agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:

 3

L&P FDI Inward Investment form





Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

5- Excellent

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by between 6 months and a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Construction, property and tech companies

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

We only met them last week, they made some 
introductions

Q18: What could we do better? I've only just met them, I need more time to ascertain
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Not sure/Doesn't apply

A place which is easier to travel to and around Not sure/Doesn't apply

A more welcoming city Not sure/Doesn't apply

A thriving cultural centre Not sure/Doesn't apply

A city with a strong tech offer Not sure/Doesn't apply

A city with a strong life sciences offer Not sure/Doesn't apply

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
expand in london at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Yes

Q13: If YES, can you estimate how many extra jobs you
created?

5

Q14: What is the total capital investment in London for
this investment project?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Connections, guidance, advice. Helpful understanding 
environment after Brexit vote

Q17: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question

Q18: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your expansion in our
publicity & press?

No

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q19: Are there any other services you would like us to
offer in the future? (if so, please list them)

Respondent skipped this
question

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest
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Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Not sure

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change in your perception of London has been and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

At the moment, primarily understanding the impact of Brexit. L&P has helped us understand the new environment and 
how we can benefit and realize our investment strategy in London as an HQ.

Q23: Completed by:
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Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

5- Excellent

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably NOT invested in London

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by between 6 months and a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Yes ( please estimate how many extra jobs you
created)
2

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, within the next 3 years

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? London, Northern Ireland

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Sales and customer service occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Accounting
Banking
Law firms

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Helped us to introduce the commercial partners to get 
the UK visa, set up the UK entity and open a business 
account

Q18: What could we do better? Please invite us for relevant events, help us to connect 
with potential partners, public sector organizations and 
universities, and continue to follow up how we are doing 
in the UK.
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Strongly agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Strongly agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Strongly agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

I realized that the UK Fintech ecosystem has been 
much more advance than I thought as I can easily 
connect with FCA and media other than corporations 
and other Fintech companies.

Q23: Completed by:
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Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

5- Excellent

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Definitely NOT invested in London

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by at least a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, in the next 12 months

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? England (excluding London), Scotland,

Northern Ireland

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Managers and directors ,

Professional and technical occupations,

Sales and customer service occupations,

Administrative and secretarial occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Laytons

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Provided excellent advise and established contacts with 
potential partners

Q18: What could we do better? Provide low cost office space for the start-up phase
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Neither agree or disagree

A more welcoming city Neither agree or disagree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Made us feel at home and established contacts to help 
with the set-up

Q23: Completed by:
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Definitely NOT invested in London

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by less than 6 months

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Yes ( please estimate how many extra jobs you
created)
2

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, within the next 3 years

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? England (excluding London), London

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Managers and directors ,

Professional and technical occupations,

Sales and customer service occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

LCCI, DOYLE CLAYTON, WE WORK

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Helped us with entry level strategy, planning and 
relevant introduction

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Setting up in London for companies from India made 
better and easier to understand & execute with London 
& Partners help.

Q23: Completed by:
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Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

4- Good

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Definitely invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

1

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

By meaningful introductions

Q18: What could we do better? Maybe go beyond the introduction
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? No

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Definitely invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by between 6 months and a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

we spoke with many but at the moment we didn't start to work with them

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

very interesting contacts and useful information

Q18: What could we do better? -
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

professionalism and willingness of London & Partners. 
Real positive attutute to help startup companies

Q23: Completed by:
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Q1: Your Company
Company name (in London):

Q2: Please provide a brief description of the business
functions in your London operation: (i.e. European
headquarter, commercial/sales office, R&D, etc.):

sales & marketing (testing)

Q3: Current number of employees in London: 3

Q6: Estimated number of apprenticeships offered in
London:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q7: What percentage of employees do you anticipate being in these functions over the next 3 years in your
London office (percentages must add up to 100%):
Managers and directors (%): 10
Professional and technical occupations (%): 25
Sales and customer service occupations (%): 65

Q8: What is the capital investment in London for this in

Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

5- Excellent

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Definitely invested in London anyway
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Neither agree or disagree

A more welcoming city Neither agree or disagree

A thriving cultural centre Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong tech offer Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

referencing business / business support

Q18: What could we do better? referencing business set up (business development ) / 
sharing Brexit information and analysis
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Neither agree or disagree

A more welcoming city Neither agree or disagree

A thriving cultural centre Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong tech offer Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q1: Your Company
Company name (in London):

Q2: Please provide a brief description of the business
functions in your London operation: (i.e. European
headquarter, commercial/sales office, R&D, etc.):

Respondent skipped this
question

Q3: Current number of employees in London: 1

Q6: Estimated number of apprenticeships offered in London:
in 1 year 1
in 3 years 3

Q7: What percentage of employees do you anticipate being in these functions over the next 3 years in your
London office (percentages must add up to 100%):
Managers and directors (%): 20
Professional and technical occupations (%): 30
Sales and customer service occupations (%): 50

Q8: What is the capital investment in London for this investment project?
£

Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

4- Good
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Definitely invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Don't know

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, in the next 12 months

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Northern Ireland

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Managers and directors ,

Professional and technical occupations,

Sales and customer service occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

No introductions provided yet, but we will be attending the lunch.

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

We haven't worked with them extensively yet.

Q18: What could we do better? N/A
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Strongly agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Strongly agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Strongly agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Working with your talented team has opened our eyes 
into the many investment opportunities available in 
London.

Q23: Completed by:
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by between 6 months and a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, in the next 12 months

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Northern Ireland

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Professional and technical occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Oury Clark

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Introductions to partners and advice on set up

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Disagree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Not sure/Doesn't apply

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, in the next 12 months

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? England (excluding London), London

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Managers and directors ,

Sales and customer service occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

banking

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Networking opportunities, contacts for other supporting 
companies.

Q18: What could we do better? I have no suggestions.
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

London as dynamic start up city instead of conservative 
old fashioned finance capital. Negatively surprised how 
difficult is dealing with banks to open business bank 
account. L&P helped with networking and contacts in 
the start up and tech field. I see London as the city open 
for new, even small start ups, companies come to grow..

Q23: Completed by:
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Q5: What is the key motivation for your company's
investment in London?

Efficiency Seeking

Q6: Have you considered other cities other than
London to invest?

No

Q7: Please specify which cities have you
considered:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q8: Do you need language specific services? No

Q9: Please choose the require language - We do not
guarantee we can provide services in the chose
language -

Respondent skipped this
question

Q10: Does your company have a timeline for setting
up in London?

Yes

Q11: Please choose when you think you will be
setting up your business in London

In the next 3 months,

If you know which dates, pleas provide below
(DD/MM/YYY)
22/10/2014
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Q12: Which of the following services do you need to
set-up your business in London:-Choose up to five -

Membership Organisations,

Networking Opportunities, Office Fitout,

Outsource Sales & Marketing, Public Relations

Q13: Do you have plans to visit London in the
coming months?

Yes

Q14: Please provide the date you plan to visit London. This will help us better match your needs with
our services.

Estimated Date: 22/11/2014

Q15: Please add any information to help us with your enquiry

I'm currently based in London.

Q16: Please choose the preferred method of
communicating with you.

Both
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Q8: What is the capital investment in London for this investment project?
£

Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

5- Excellent

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, within the next 3 years

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Scotland, Northern Ireland

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Professional and technical occupations,

Sales and customer service occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Kingston Smith and Newland Chase

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

After planning to start company in UK, we were clueless 
where and how to start. London & Partners have done 
extraordinary job and helped us to make it simple.

Q18: What could we do better? It will be great if FAQs of experience and problems 
faced by setting up company in UK  is published  on the 
secured website.
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

No

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Strongly agree

A thriving cultural centre Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong tech offer Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by less than 6 months

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, within the next 3 years

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? England (excluding London)

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Managers and directors ,

Professional and technical occupations,

Sales and customer service occupations,

Administrative and secretarial occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Kingston & Smith

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Helping to connect to the right people, network

Q18: What could we do better? Map and introduce direct business opportunities
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Neither agree or disagree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, within the next 3 years

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? England (excluding London)

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question

Q19: Would your company... Respondent skipped this
question

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change
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Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Neither agree or disagree

A more welcoming city Neither agree or disagree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

3- Average

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Definitely invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

n/a

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

n/a

Q18: What could we do better? n/a
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

No

Recommend London & Partners? No

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

No

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

n/a

Q23: Completed by:
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Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

5- Excellent

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by between 6 months and a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Yes ( please estimate how many extra jobs you
created)
2

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Connections into innovation agencies, brands, 
networking events

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

No

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have
received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

Respondent skipped this
question

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by: Respondent skipped this
question
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by at least a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Yes ( please estimate how many extra jobs you
created)
1

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, within the next 3 years

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? England (excluding London)

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Sales and customer service occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Kingston Smith, Penningtons Manches LLP, LCCI

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Network

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

The opportunities in London/UK

Q23: Completed by:
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Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

5- Excellent

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Definitely invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Don't know

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, within the next 3 years

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? England (excluding London)

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Sales and customer service occupations,

Administrative and secretarial occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Oury Clark
Metro Bank

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Enabled connections with good service providers and 
potential distribution partners

Q18: What could we do better? As a free service I think you are very effective as is
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Neither agree or disagree

A more welcoming city Strongly agree

A thriving cultural centre Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Not sure/Doesn't apply

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

I perceived London as a 'tough' business environment 
without much help for small business, this has changed 
with help from L&P

Q23: Completed by:
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Centre People (Recruitment)

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Indicated good potential service providers to set-up and 
hire personnel.

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Strongly agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Strongly agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Strongly agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Definitely invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by less than 6 months

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, within the next 3 years

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? England (excluding London), Wales, Scotland

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Sales and customer service occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Oury Clark

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Introducing reliable partners, advising on the labor and 
real estate market for our offices

Q18: What could we do better? Inform more on events we can attend
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

No

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

No

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Neither agree or disagree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Improvement of the perception of the dynamism of the 
economy and the opportunities for business

Q23: Completed by:
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Client feedback form – Commercially confidential 

1-Company name (in London):   

 

 

 

 
                                             

                                                    

 2-Please provide a brief description of the business functions in your London Operation: 

Retail technology 

 
3-Current number of employees in London:   
 
4-Estimated number of employees in London: Year 1         

5-Estimated number of apprenticeships offered in London:  

Year 1 ………….       Year 3 ………………..             I don’t know 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6-What percentage of employees you anticipate being in these functions over the next 3 years in 

your London office:  

Managers and directors                 …… % 
Professional and technical occupations           …… % 
Sales and customer service occupations …… % 
Administrative and secretarial occupations     …… % 
Others                                           …… % 

  

7-How would you rate the support received by London & Partners: 

Excellent Good Average Poor Very poor 

x     
 

8-What would you have done without London and Partners’ support? 

 Definitely NOT invested in London 

 Probably NOT invested in London 

 Probably invested in London anyway 

 Definitely invested in London anyway 

 
9 - Have the services and advice provided by London & Partners influenced your decision to locate 
in London sooner than planned? 

 Yes, by at least a year 

 Yes, by between 6 months and a year 

 Yes, by less than 6 months 

 No 

 Don’t Know 

 

 

   



 
10- Have the services and advice provided by London & Partners and its network influenced your 
decision to locate in London at a greater scale than originally planned? (For example, a greater level 
of capital investment, more office space, more jobs created) 

 Yes     

 No 

 Don’t Know 

 
If YES, can you estimate how many extra jobs you created? ………………. 

 
11-What is the total capital investment in London for this investment project? 

 

£  
 

12-We introduced you to the following service providers, please indicate the ones you have chosen 

to work with and comment on the service received from any of these providers: 

 

13- Would your company…. 

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners networking events? YES NO 

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our publicity & press briefings? YES NO 

Recommend London & Partners? YES NO 

Be interested in participating in research projects? YES NO 

Recommend other businesses to invest in London?  

 

YES NO 

Be interested in receiving information on additional chargeable services? YES NO 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

14-How did we add value to your business? 

I have huge appreciation for what London&Partners did when  its headquarters from 

Estonia to London 

 15-What could we do better? 

16-Are there any other services you would like us to offer in the future? (If so, please list them) 
 

Completed By:   
 
      
Date: 

       











Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

5- Excellent

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Definitely invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No,

Other (please specify)
It's been helpful but hasn't changed the times scale

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, in the next 12 months

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? England (excluding London)

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Professional and technical occupations,
Other (please specify)
Developers sefrvicing a client in Bristol

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Central Working, Propel, Bite PR

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Saved times through recommendations, networking was 
helpfull too.

Q18: What could we do better? Don't think so, perhsps having cotact even earlier i 
Australia.
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Be interested in other services (if so, please list them) More events for TLA

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Not sure/Doesn't apply

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

The touchdown options were more affordable than 
expected.

Q23: Completed by:
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Don't know

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, within the next 3 years

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? England (excluding London), London

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question

Q19: Would your company... Respondent skipped this
question

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change
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Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Strongly agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Strongly agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Strongly agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:

 3
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Recruitment agencies

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Networking opportunities and potential customers

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

No

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:

 3
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Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

5- Excellent

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by at least a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Yes ( please estimate how many extra jobs you
created)
4

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, within the next 3 years

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? England (excluding London)

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Professional and technical occupations,

Sales and customer service occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

LCC
Recruitment

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Advice, research, location and resource

Q18: What could we do better? Long term support (even at a reduced rate)
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Strongly agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

The access to great companies that can assist your 
bespoke requirements

Q23: Completed by: )
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Central St Martins

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

No

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Don't know

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

BCC (Brazilian Chamber)
Joelson Wilson

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

No

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? No

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

No

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Not sure/Doesn't apply

A place which is easier to travel to and around Not sure/Doesn't apply

A more welcoming city Not sure/Doesn't apply

A thriving cultural centre Not sure/Doesn't apply

A city with a strong tech offer Not sure/Doesn't apply

A city with a strong life sciences offer Not sure/Doesn't apply

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q9: What percentage of employees you anticipate being in these functions over the next 3 years in your
London office
Managers and directors (%): 10
Professional and technical occupations (%): 50
Sales and customer service occupations (%): 30
Administrative and secretarial occupations (%): 10

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably NOT expanded in London

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by at least a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
expand in london at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Yes

Q13: If YES, can you estimate how many extra jobs you
created?

10

Q14: What is the total capital investment in London for
this investment project?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

banking and law firms

Q16: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: What could we do better? Long-term support
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Q18: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your expansion in our
publicity & press?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q19: Are there any other services you would like us to
offer in the future? (if so, please list them)

Respondent skipped this
question

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Neither agree or disagree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Not sure

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change in your perception of London has been and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Networking

Q23: Completed by:
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Client feedback form for New Inward Investors – 2013/14new – Commercially confidential 

1- Company name (in London): 

 

  

 
 

              

           
 

Please provide a brief description of the business functions in your London Operation: 

  
 
 

 
 

events.   
3-Current number of employees in London: 23 
 

4-  

Is average salary above 25K?:  Yes 

  

 

6-Estimated number of apprenticeships offered in London:  

 Year 1 ………….        

 Year 3 ………………..             

  I don’t know 

 

7-What percentage of employees you anticipate being in these functions over the next 3 years in your 

London office:  

Managers and directors                 …… % 
Professional and technical occupations           …… % 
Sales and customer service occupations …… % 
Administrative and secretarial occupations     …… % 
Others                                           …… % 

 Sensitive information, hence, we do not wish to disclose 

8-How would you rate the support received by London & Partners: 

Excellent Good Average Poor Very poor 

 X    
 

9-What would you have done without London and Partners’ support? 

 Definitely NOT invested in London 



 Probably NOT invested in London 

 Probably invested in London anyway 

 Definitely invested in London anyway 

10 - Have the services and advice provided by London & Partners influenced your decision to locate in 
London sooner than planned? 

 Yes, by at least a year 

 Yes, by between 6 months and a year 

 Yes, by less than 6 months 

 No 

 Don’t Know 

 

 
11- Have the services and advice provided by London & Partners and its network influenced your 
decision to locate in London at a greater scale than originally planned? (For example, a greater level of 
capital investment, more office space, more jobs created) 

 Yes     

 No 

 Don’t Know 
 
12 - If YES, can you estimate how many extra jobs you created? ………………. 

 
13-What is the total capital investment (including running costs and salary) in London for this 

 

 

 
 

We introduced you to the following service providers, please indicate the ones you have chosen to 

work with and comment on the service received from any of these providers: 

Information on London’s Restaurant Industry 

Demographics of London  

Information on Japanese network and demographics 

 

14- Would your company…. 

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners networking events? YES NO 

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our publicity & press briefings? YES NO 

Recommend London & Partners? YES NO 

Be interested in participating in research projects? YES NO 

Recommend other businesses to invest in London?  

 

YES NO 

Be interested in receiving information on additional chargeable services? YES NO 

Be interested in further advice and practical support from UK Trade & Investment 

(UKTI) on how to export/trade from the UK? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

YES NO 

   

 

15 -How did we add value to your business? 



London & Partners provided information which was useful in making investment decisions. 

 

16-What could we do better? 

Maintain staff with Japanese Language expertise 

17- Are there any other services you like us to offer in the future?(if so, please list them) 

18 - How did your perception of London change as a result of the support and advice that London & 

Partners provided? 

 I have a better perception of London as a city in which to invest 

 I have a worse perception of London as a city in which to invest 

 My perception of London did not change 

 
19 – Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do 
you agree that London now seems…  

 Strongly 

Agree 

Agree Neither agree 

or disagree 

Disagree Strongly 

disagree 

Not 

sure 

A city which is better value for 

money 

 x     

A place which is easier to 

travel to and around 

x      

A more welcoming city 

 

x      

A thriving cultural centre  x     

A city with a strong tech offer   x    

A city with a strong life 

sciences offer 

  x    

 

 
20 – Please describe what the most significant change in your perception of London has been and why 
as a result of your interaction with London & Partners 
 

 
Completed By:   

 
 
 
        
         
Date: 29th December 2016 

        
 

         
     

 





Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by between 6 months and a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
expand in london at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Yes

Q13: If YES, can you estimate how many extra jobs you
created?

2-5

Q14: What is the total capital investment in London for
this investment project?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Advice, support, networking, meaningful introductions

Q17: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question

Q18: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your expansion in our
publicity & press?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q19: Are there any other services you would like us to
offer in the future? (if so, please list them)

Respondent skipped this
question

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest
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Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Neither agree or disagree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change in your perception of London has been and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

N/A

Q23: Completed by:
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Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Respondent skipped this
question

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question

Q19: Would your company... Respondent skipped this
question

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have
received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

Respondent skipped this
question

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q23: Completed by: Respondent skipped this
question
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Q9: How would you rate the support received by
London & Partners:

4- Good

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by
London & Partners influenced your decision to expand
in London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by
London & Partners and its network influenced your
decision to locate in London at a greater scale than
originally planned? (For example, a greater level of
capital investment, more office space, more jobs
created)

Yes ( please estimate how many extra jobs you
created)
5

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I have already invested in other UK locations

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to
fulfil within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Immigration consultants, Recruitment firms and Law firms

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Provided introductions to dependable service 
providers and advice on how to navigate specific 
situations

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question

Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London &
Partners networking events?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes
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Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London &
Partners provided?

My perception of London did not change

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do
you agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Neither agree or disagree

A more welcoming city Neither agree or disagree

A thriving cultural centre Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong tech offer Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

That it's easy to find good and affordable service 
providers to help our expansion plans

Q23: Completed by:
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Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

5- Excellent

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by less than 6 months

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Yes ( please estimate how many extra jobs you
created)
60

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, within the next 3 years

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? London

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Accountants and law firms.

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Just by introducing us to the right people at the right 
time

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Neither agree or disagree

A more welcoming city Strongly agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

London and Partners helped us at the right time and 
linked us to important partners when we needed it. Also, 
we strongly feel that they will stay supportive when we 
are here already.

Q23: Completed by:
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Definitely invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Oury Clarke

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

By providing information quickly and having a resource 
on hand to answer any questions we had

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Neither agree or disagree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

N.A.

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Very helpful

Q18: What could we do better? N.A.
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

No

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Disagree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Disagree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Not sure/Doesn't apply

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:

 3
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Definitely invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

French Chamber / London Chamber

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

ideas / network

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question

Q19: Would your company... Respondent skipped this
question

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change
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Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Neither agree or disagree

A more welcoming city Neither agree or disagree

A thriving cultural centre Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong tech offer Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q12: If YES, can you estimate how many extra jobs you
created?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q13: What is the capital investment in London for this 

Q14: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Q15: How did we added value to your business? Helped us with lawyers, accountants, finding the right 
place to work for, networking, general support.

Q16: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: Are there any other services you would like us to
offer in the future? (If so, please list them)

Perhaps could provide a access to potential interns

Q18: How did yuor perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest
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Q19: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q20: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

How easy is to stablish a business in London and run it 
at a reasonable cost

Q21: Completed by:
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Q1: Your Company
Company name (in London):

Country of origin: China

Q2: Please provide a brief description of the business
functions in your London operation: (i.e. European
headquarter, commercial/sales office, R&D, etc.):

European headquarter

Q3: Current number of employees in London: 3

Q6: Estimated number of apprenticeships offered in
London:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q7: What percentage of employees do you anticipate being in these functions over the next 3 years in your
London office (percentages must add up to 100%):
Managers and directors (%): 30
Professional and technical occupations (%): 60
Administrative and secretarial occupations (%): 10

Q8: What is the capital investment in London for this 

Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

5- Excellent

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Definitely invested in London anyway
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

BDO
Michelmores
Stantonhouse
First People

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

provide insights of UK market

Q18: What could we do better? Information leaflet
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Strongly agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Strongly agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Strongly agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by between 6 months and a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Central working
Metro Bank Holborn

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Help me to get in contact and suggest me the best 
options for me

Q18: What could we do better? Advice in advance i mean before i moved here start the 
introductions
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

No

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Strongly agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Is a great city with a lot of opportunities to launch a 
business

Q23: Completed by:
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Q1 Your Company

Company name ( n London):

Q2 Please provide a brief description of the business functions in your London operation: (i.e. European
headquarter, commercial/sales office, R&D, etc.):

European headquarter

Q3 Current number of employees in London:

4

Q4 Is the average salary of your current employees in
London over £35,000 per annum?

Respondent skipped this question
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Q7 Estimated number of apprenticeships offered in
London:

Respondent skipped this question

Q8 What percentage of employees do you anticipate
being in these functions over the next 3 years in your
London office (percentages must add up to 100%):

Managers and d rectors (%): 10
Profess ona  and techn ca
occupat ons (%):

30

Sa es and customer serv ce
occupat ons (%):

50

Adm n strat ve and secretar a
occupat ons (%):

10

Q9 What is the capital investment in London for this
investment project?

£

Q10 How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners?

5 - Excellent

Q11 What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Definitely invested in London
anyway

Q12 Have the services and advice provided by London &
Partners influenced your decision to expand in London
sooner than planned?

No

Q13 Have the services and advice provided by London &
Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q14 Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to
invest

Q15 Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this question
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Q16 Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this question

Q17 We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

HR Revo ut on

Q18 How did London & Partners add value to your business?

Abso ute y- they prov ded nva uab e resources and adv ce.  We rea y apprec ate the r support.

Q19 What could we do better?

Noth ng that I can th nk of at the moment

Q20 Would your company...

Be nterested n rece v ng nv tat ons to London & Partners
network ng events?

Yes

Perm t London & Partners to refer to your set-up n our pub c ty &
press br ef ngs?

No

Recommend London & Partners? Yes
Be nterested n part c pat ng n research projects? No
Recommend other bus nesses to nvest n London? No
Be nterested n rece v ng nformat on on add t ona  chargeab e
serv ces?

No

Be nterested n further adv ce and pract ca  support from UK
Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from the UK?

Yes

Be nterested to work w th us on a short case study? No

Q21 Do you recall seeing the #LondonisOpen on the
adverts or social media?

Respondent skipped this question

Q22 How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest
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Q23 Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you agree
that London now seems...

A c ty wh ch s better va ue for money Strongly agree
A p ace wh ch s eas er to trave  to and around Strongly agree
A more we com ng c ty Not sure/Doesn't apply
A thr v ng cu tura  centre Not sure/Doesn't apply
A c ty w th a strong tech offer Strongly agree
A c ty w th a strong fe sc ences offer Not sure/Doesn't apply

Q24 Please describe what the most significant change in
your perception of London has been, and why as a result
of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this question

Q25 Completed by:
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Definitely NOT invested in London

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by at least a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Marketing agency

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Give us advice and support our business development

Q18: What could we do better? na
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Strongly agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Strongly agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Strongly agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Better parcepetion of London

Q23: Completed by:
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Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

5- Excellent

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by at least a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, within the next 3 years

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? England (excluding London)

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Professional and technical occupations,

Sales and customer service occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Provided more awareness and helped to move on with 
the plans for expansio in this country.

Q23: Completed by:
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Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

5- Excellent

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably NOT invested in London

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by at least a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, within the next 3 years

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? England (excluding London), London

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Managers and directors ,

Sales and customer service occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

relocation companies

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

network and local knowledge

Q18: What could we do better? more networking events
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

No

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Strongly agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Client feedback form – Commercially confidential 

1-  

 

 

 
                                                      

                                                   
 

 

. 

European headquarter, commercial/sales office, R&D, etc.): 

Sales and Marketing Office 

Service Centre 

Software Development 

 

 

3-Current number of employees in London:  45 
 
4-Estimated total number of employees in London:        

5-Estimated total number of apprenticeships offered in London: in 1 year ……-…….  in 3 years 

………… 

Don’t know 

6-What percentage of employees you anticipate being in these functions over the next 3 years in 

your London office (percentages must add up to 100%):  

Managers and directors                 …10… % 
Professional and technical occupations           …60… % 
Sales and customer service occupations …25… % 
Administrative and secretarial occupations     …5… % 
Others                                           …… % 

  

7-What is the total capital investment in London for this investment project? 

 

£  
 

8-How would you rate the support received by London & Partners: 

5 - Excellent Good Average Poor 1 - Very poor 

5     
 



9-What would you have done without London and Partners’ support? 

 Definitely NOT invested in London 

 Probably NOT invested in London 

 Probably invested in London anyway 

 Definitely invested in London anyway 

 
10- Have the services and advice provided by London & Partners influenced your decision to invest 
in London sooner than planned? 

 Yes, by at least a year 

 Yes, by between 6 months and a year 

 Yes, by less than 6 months 

 No 

 Don’t know 

 

  

   

 

 
11- Have the services and advice provided by London & Partners and its network influenced your 
decision to invest in London at a greater scale than originally planned? (For example, a greater level 
of capital investment, more office space, more jobs created) Yes initially in 2010 

 No 

 Yes (please estimate how many extra jobs you created)……..    
 

 
 
12 Is your company considering to invest/expand in other UK locations? 
 
Yes, in the next 12 months 
Yes, within the next 3 years 
No, I am not planning to invest 
No, I have already invested in other UK locations 
 
 
 
 

IF NO to 12, go to 15 
 
13 Where else are you planning to invest/expand? 
 
England (excluding London) 
Wales 
Scotland  
Northern Ireland 
London 
 
 

14 Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)? 

 
 
√Managers and directors                  
√Professional and technical occupations            
√Sales and customer service occupations  
√Administrative and secretarial occupations      
Others                                            

 



15-We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). 

Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with: 

 

16-How did London & Partners add value to your business? 

- Information on software sector in UK 

- Introduction to property firm for location and space 

- Information on Immigration  

- Introduction to Newland chase 

 

17-What could we do better? 

18-Would your company…. 

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners networking events? YES  

Permit London & Partners to refer to your expansion in our publicity & press 

 

 NO 

Recommend London & Partners? YES  

Be interested in participating in research projects?  NO 

Recommend other businesses to invest in London?  

 

YES  

Be interested in receiving information on additional chargeable services?  NO 

Be interested in further advice and practical support from UK Trade & Investment 
(UKTI) on how to export/trade from the UK?   
 

YES  

Be interested to work with us on a short case study YES  

Be interested in other services (if so, please list them)   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

19 How did your perception of London change as a result of the support and advice that London & 
Partners provided? 
 

a) I have a better perception of London as a city in which to invest √ 
b) I have a worse perception of London as a city in which to invest  
c) My perception of London did not change  

 



 

20 Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what 

extent do you agree that London now seems…. 

 

 Strongly 
agree 

Agree Neither agree 
or disagree 

Disagree Strongly 
disagree 

Not sure 

A city which is 
better value for 
money 

Yes      

 
A place which is 
easier to travel 
to and around 
 

Yes      

A more 
welcoming city 

Yes      

A thriving 
cultural centre 
 

Yes      

A city with a 
strong tech offer 
 

Yes      

A city with a 
strong life 
sciences offer 
 

Yes      

 
 

 
21 Please describe what the most significant change in your perception of London has been and 
why as a result of your interaction with London & Partners 

 
 

Completed By:   
 
        
         
Date: 16 June, 2016 

 

 





Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Introductions to acccountants, HR and residential 
accomodation service experts

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

No

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Not sure/Doesn't apply

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Neither agree or disagree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

n/a

Q23: Completed by:
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Q1 Your Company

Company name ( n London):

Q2 Please provide a brief description of the business functions in your London operation: (i.e. European
headquarter, commercial/sales office, R&D, etc.):

Subs d ary

Q3 Current number of employees in London:

1

Q4 Is the average salary of your current employees in
London over £35,000 per annum?

Respondent skipped this question
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Q16 Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this question

Q17 We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

RSM UK Tax & Accountancy
RSM UK HR

Q18 How did London & Partners add value to your business?

Loca  Va dat on

Q19 What could we do better? Respondent skipped this question

Q20 Would your company...

Be nterested n rece v ng nv tat ons to London & Partners
network ng events?

Yes

Perm t London & Partners to refer to your set-up n our pub c ty &
press br ef ngs?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes
Be nterested n part c pat ng n research projects? Yes
Recommend other bus nesses to nvest n London? Yes
Be nterested n rece v ng nformat on on add t ona  chargeab e
serv ces?

Yes

Be nterested n further adv ce and pract ca  support from UK
Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from the UK?

Yes

Be nterested to work w th us on a short case study? Yes

Q21 Do you recall seeing the #LondonisOpen on the
adverts or social media?

Respondent skipped this question

Q22 How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest
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Q23 Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you agree
that London now seems...

A c ty wh ch s better va ue for money Agree
A p ace wh ch s eas er to trave  to and around Neither agree or disagree
A more we com ng c ty Neither agree or disagree
A thr v ng cu tura  centre Agree
A c ty w th a strong tech offer Agree
A c ty w th a strong fe sc ences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q24 Please describe what the most significant change in
your perception of London has been, and why as a result
of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this question

Q25 Completed by:

 / 4
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Client feedback form – Commercially confidential 

 

1 –                      

                                 
                                                                                    

   
                                                 
                              
 

 

2 – Please provide a brief description of the business functions in your London operations: 

- Full-service visual effects studio for film productions 

       

 

3 – Number of employees in London at first engagement (April 2015:                                            150                                                                                                          

 

4 – Number of employees in London now:                                                                                       212                                                                                                          

 

5 –

 

 

6 –

 

 

7 – Estimated number of apprenticeships offered in London in 1 year:                                                           - 

 

8 – Estimated number of apprenticeships offered in London in 3 years:                                              - 

 

9 – What percentage of employees do you anticipate being in these functions over the next 3 years: 

  

• Managers and directors                                                                                         8 % 

• Professional and technical occupations                                                                          75 % 

• Sales and customer service occupations                                                                         3 % 

• Administrative and secretarial occupations                                                                     14 % 

• Others                                                                                                                   0 % 

  
 
9 – Have the services and advice provided by London & Partners influenced your decision to expand 
in London sooner than planned? 
 

• Yes, by at least a year 

• Yes, by between 6 months and a year 

• Yes, by less than 6 months 

• No 



 
10 – Did you consider other potential locations for your expansion? (eg. other cities in the UK, cities in  

other countries or within your home market vs London) YES NO 

               
  If YES, which locations?:     1  ……….………  2  …………………  3  ……….……….  
  

 
11 – Approximate total capital investment in London for this expansion project (if known)? 
 

£   
 

 
 – How did we add value to your business?   

 
- Property search – temporary workspace 
- Recruitment – info on apprenticeships and placements 
- Info on diversity initiatives 
- CSR – introduction to Team London 
- Market research on VR companies in London 
- Networking – invites to Bank of England, LTW, SohoCreate, Future of Work, etc 

 

 
13 – What could we do better? 
 

- N/A 

 

14 – Would your company…. 

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners networking events? YES NO 

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our publicity & press briefings? YES NO 

Recommend London & Partners? YES NO 

Be interested in participating in research projects? YES NO 

Recommend other businesses to invest in London?  

 

YES NO 

Be interested in receiving information on additional chargeable services? YES NO 

Be interested in further advice from UKTI on how to export/trade from the UK? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

YES NO 
 

 

15 – Are there any other services you would like us to offer in the future? (If so, please list them) 

- N/A 

 
16 – Completed by:                                      
               
        Date:                                     28 April 2016 

 





Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

5- Excellent

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Definitely invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Yes ( please estimate how many extra jobs you
created)
15

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, within the next 3 years

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Wales, London

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Managers and directors ,

Administrative and secretarial occupations ,

Sales and customer service occupations,

Professional and technical occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Yes, office rental services, and we will be requesting contact with accounting firms

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

By helping us to chose the office location, and by giving 
support and advise about the market

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Strongly agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Strongly agree

A thriving cultural centre Not sure/Doesn't apply

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Not sure/Doesn't apply

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

A transparent and efficient location to do business in

Q23: Completed by:

 3
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Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

4- Good

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably NOT invested in London

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Don't know

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, within the next 3 years

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? England (excluding London)

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Professional and technical occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question

Q19: Would your company... Respondent skipped this
question

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest
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Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Neither agree or disagree

A more welcoming city Neither agree or disagree

A thriving cultural centre Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong tech offer Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
expand in london at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Don't know

Q13: If YES, can you estimate how many extra jobs you
created?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q14: What is the total capital investment in London for
this investment project?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

n/a

Q16: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Helped Intel UK position to corporate the benefits of an 
office investment in London

Q17: What could we do better? n/a

Q18: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your expansion in our
publicity & press?

No

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

No

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q19: Are there any other services you would like us to
offer in the future? (if so, please list them)

n/a

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest
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Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change in your perception of London has been and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Greater recognition of London as a leader in cutting edge business models and adoption of technology.

Q23: Completed by:
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Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

5- Excellent

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Don't know,

Other (please specify)
Not working with London & Partners yet

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Yes ( please estimate how many extra jobs you
created)
0

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

not introduced as yet

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

we are in early dicussions

Q18: What could we do better? n/a
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Not sure/Doesn't apply

A place which is easier to travel to and around Not sure/Doesn't apply

A more welcoming city Not sure/Doesn't apply

A thriving cultural centre Not sure/Doesn't apply

A city with a strong tech offer Not sure/Doesn't apply

A city with a strong life sciences offer Not sure/Doesn't apply

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

still in early discussions

Q23: Completed by:
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by between 6 months and a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Neither agree or disagree

A more welcoming city Strongly agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Definitely invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by less than 6 months

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Avanta

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Made implantation easier

Q18: What could we do better? Have "special offers" with other companies.
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

No

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

No

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Not sure/Doesn't apply

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:

 3
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Information, Support, Networks, Events, etc.

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Strongly agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Strongly agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by less than 6 months

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Yes ( please estimate how many extra jobs you
created)
2

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Advice, Chambers of Commerce affiliations

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

No

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Neither agree or disagree

A more welcoming city Strongly agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

London really welcomes business, and L&P is helpful, 
even for a small company as ours

Q23: Completed by:
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by less than 6 months

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

banking, law firms, property agency, convention service

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

They gave us useful contact information to set up our 
office and support our project.

Q18: What could we do better? Since our culture is very different from the UK, we tend 
to choose companies (bank, solicitor, property agency) 
which have Japanese workers or have experiences with 
Japanese companies before. If you could give us such 
company's infomation, it would be very helpful for us.
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Neither agree or disagree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by: February 2016
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by between 6 months and a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

By Introducing and arranging to meet with right people, 
and timely advise.

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

No

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Strongly agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

5- Excellent

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by at least a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Yes ( please estimate how many extra jobs you
created)
1

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, in the next 12 months

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? England (excluding London)

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Administrative and secretarial occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

connections

Q18: What could we do better? you have done great job already
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Strongly agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Strongly agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Strongly agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

I have to say Mr koen vandecaveye did a lot to help us 
to start the business here and introduce us a lot valued 
investment opportunities and make us feel warm to do 
the business here and the experience is much more 
better than we had in our own country china.

Q23: Completed by:
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Q13: If YES, can you estimate how many extra jobs you
created?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q14: What is the total capital investment in London for
this investment project?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

China Chamber of Commerce

Q16: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: What could we do better? business development

Q18: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your expansion in our
publicity & press?

No

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

No

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q19: Are there any other services you would like us to
offer in the future? (if so, please list them)

Respondent skipped this
question

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change
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Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Neither agree or disagree

A more welcoming city Neither agree or disagree

A thriving cultural centre Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong tech offer Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change in your perception of London has been and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

More networking opportunities

Q23: Completed by:
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Definitely invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Law firms

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Connected to law firms

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

No

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Strongly disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly disagree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by less than 6 months

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Blick Rothenberg, Taylor Wessing, HR Revolution

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Introductions to key partners above and events (HR 
workshop and Mayor of London)

Q18: What could we do better? Support was great
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

No

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Allowing us to have the information we needed to make 
key decisions

Q23: Completed by:
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by between 6 months and a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, within the next 3 years

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Northern Ireland, London

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Managers and directors ,

Professional and technical occupations,

Sales and customer service occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Alliotts, Newland Chase, LCCI

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

It was very helpful for the initial setup and definitely 
recommend any new business to tie up with London 
&Partners. It was an asset to be associated with 
London & Partners.

Q18: What could we do better? Assistance in expediting complince and other relevant 
processes from Council. Assistanec in getting relief on 
Business rates from the council.
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Neither agree or disagree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Metro Bank

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

ready to pull out from London. L&P support helped to 
keep the project going

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question

Q19: Would your company... Respondent skipped this
question

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change
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Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Neither agree or disagree

A more welcoming city Neither agree or disagree

A thriving cultural centre Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong tech offer Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by
London & Partners influenced your decision to expand
in London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by
London & Partners and its network influenced your
decision to locate in London at a greater scale than
originally planned? (For example, a greater level of
capital investment, more office space, more jobs
created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, within the next 3 years

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? London

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to
fulfil within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Managers and directors ,

Professional and technical occupations,

Administrative and secretarial occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work
with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London &
Partners networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

No

Recommend London & Partners? No

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade
from the UK?

No

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London &
Partners provided?

My perception of London did not change

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do
you agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by less than 6 months

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Yes ( please estimate how many extra jobs you
created)
2

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, in the next 12 months

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? London, Northern Ireland, Scotland

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Administrative and secretarial occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Confidential Secretary

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Very important

Q18: What could we do better? No, it is enough
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

No

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? No

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Strongly agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Strongly agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Strongly agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

More familiar , because he is Japanese and smart ,

Q23: Completed by:
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Don't know

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, within the next 3 years

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? London

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Managers and directors ,

Professional and technical occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

..

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

DONT KNOW

Q18: What could we do better? DONT KNOW
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

No

Recommend London & Partners? No

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? No

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Kingston Smith, La Playa, Avanta, LCCI

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

IE20 Award was a great stepping stone into the UK and 
Europe market. London & Partners introduced us to 

, we have been 
using services from these firms.

Q18: What could we do better? Networking Events and forums, introductions/ 
connections to potential clientele.
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Neither agree or disagree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

We appreciate the London & Partners and the Mayor's 
office intention to promote London as a business 
friendly city. It does signal to investors that the 
administration cares for the foreign businesses in 
London

Q23: Completed by:
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by less than 6 months

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, within the next 3 years

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Northern Ireland

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Professional and technical occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Will instruct when started

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Intros

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Not sure/Doesn't apply

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Affordable office offers

Q23: Completed by:
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Q1: Your Company
Company name (in London):

Q2: Please provide a brief description of the business
functions in your London operation: (i.e. European
headquarter, commercial/sales office, R&D, etc.):

European HQ

Q3: Current number of employees in London: 2

years:

Q6: Estimated number of apprenticeships offered in London:
in 1 year 1
in 3 years 2

Q7: What percentage of employees do you anticipate being in these functions over the next 3 years in your
London office (percentages must add up to 100%):
Managers and directors (%): 15
Professional and technical occupations (%): 60
Sales and customer service occupations (%): 20
Administrative and secretarial occupations (%): 5

Q8: What is the capital investment in London for this 

Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

5- Excellent
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by between 6 months and a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Redfern Law
Ourry Clark

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Great advice and wayfinding, referrals

Q18: What could we do better? We were very satisfied with the help.
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

No

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Strongly agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Not sure/Doesn't apply

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

The process to set-up has been easier than we 
expected

Q23: Completed by:
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, within the next 3 years

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? England (excluding London)

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Other (please specify) Wharehouse & distribution

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question

Q19: Would your company... Respondent skipped this
question

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have
received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by: Respondent skipped this
question
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7 – What percentage of employees do you anticipate being in these functions over the next 3 years: 

  

• Managers and directors                                                                                    5 % 

• Professional and technical occupations                                                                       0 % 

• Sales and customer service occupations                                                                  95 % 

• Administrative and secretarial occupations                                                                  0 % 

• Others                                                                                                              0 % 
  

 
8 – Did you consider other potential locations for your expansion? (eg. other cities in the UK, cities in  

other countries or within your home market vs London) 

 

 

 

YES NO 

               
  If YES, which locations?:     1  Amsterdam  2  Geneva    3  Dublin  
  

 
9 – What is the total capital investment in London for this expansion (if known)? 
 

£  
 

 
10 – How did we add value to your business?   

-  
 

schooling and HQ location benchmarking 
- Networking and sponsorship opportunities 
- Invites to retail and other events (NFL, Formula E, WRC, etc, etc) 
- Access to London Fashion week 2014 
- Introductions to local business associations, NWEC, London Chamber, etc 
- Report and stats on UK retail centres and on London tourism footfall and trends 

 

11 – Would your company…. 

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners networking events? YES NO 

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our publicity & press briefings? YES NO 

Recommend London & Partners? YES NO 

Be interested in participating in research projects? YES NO 

Recommend other businesses to invest in London?  

 

YES NO 

Be interested in receiving information on additional chargeable services? YES NO 

Be interested in further advice from UKTI on how to export/trade from the UK? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

YES NO 
 

 

12 – Are there any other services you would like us to offer in the future? (If so, please list them) 

 

        N/A 

 
13 – Completed by:                   
               
        Date:                                      7 April 2016              

 



                                                  
 

 

Client feedback form – Commercially confidential 

 

1 –                          

                                     

   

                                              

                                  

 

2 – Please provide a brief description of the business functions in your London operations: 

  

-  

  

- Showrooms for classes and community events 

       

 

3 – Number of employees in London as at 4 September 2014:   

                                                                                29 (9 - HQ office; 20 - Covent Garden store) 

4 – Number of employees in London as at 4 April 2016: 

 

- HQ office                                                                                                                           30       

- Stores (Covent Garden, King’s Road, Richmond, Westfield, Marylebone)                     180       

- Total                                                                                                                                220     

5 – Estimated total number of employees in London by end-2016: 

 

- HQ office                                                                                                                                  

                                  

                                                                                                                                      

 

6 – Estimated total number of employees in London in 3 years (ie. by 2018):  

 

- HQ office                                                                                                                             

                                       

                                                                                                                     



                                                  
 

 

7 – What percentage of employees do you anticipate being in these functions over the next 3 years: 

  

• Managers and directors                                                                                    5 % 

• Professional and technical occupations                                                                       0 % 

• Sales and customer service occupations                                                                  95 % 

• Administrative and secretarial occupations                                                                  0 % 

• Others                                                                                                              0 % 

 
8 – Did you consider other potential locations for your expansion? (eg. other cities in the UK, cities in  

other countries or within your home market vs London) YES NO 

               
  If YES, which locations?:     1  Amsterdam  2  Geneva    3  Dublin  
  

 
9 – What is the total capital investment in London for this expansion (if known)? 
 

£  

 
10 – How did we add value to your business?   

-  
 

schooling and HQ location benchmarking 
- Networking and sponsorship opportunities 
- Invites to retail and other events (NFL, Formula E, WRC, etc, etc) 
- Access to London Fashion week 2014 
- Introductions to local business associations, NWEC, London Chamber, etc 
- Report and stats on UK retail centres and on London tourism footfall and trends 

11 – Would your company…. 

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners networking events? YES NO 

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our publicity & press briefings? YES NO 

Recommend London & Partners? YES NO 

Be interested in participating in research projects? YES NO 

Recommend other businesses to invest in London?  YES NO 

Be interested in receiving information on additional chargeable services? YES NO 

Be interested in further advice from UKTI on how to export/trade from the UK? YES NO 

 

12 – Are there any other services you would like us to offer in the future? (If so, please list them) 

 

        N/A

 
13 – Completed by:                                     
               
                                               April 2016             

 







Q19: Are there any other services you would like us to
offer in the future? (if so, please list them)

Respondent skipped this
question

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Neither agree or disagree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Not sure

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change in your perception of London has been and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

n/a

Q23: Completed by:

3 / 3
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

support

Q18: What could we do better? can't think of anything
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

No

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Not sure/Doesn't apply

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:

 3
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Don't know

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Visa companies, Brokers

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

giving info and bringing some contacts

Q18: What could we do better? i don't know
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

No

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

i

Q23: Completed by:
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Client feedback form for New Inward Investors – 2013/14 – Commercially confidential 

 

  

 
 

 
 

 
                                   
                 

2-Please provide a brief description of the business functions in your London Operation: 

Sales office and showroom for electric cars 

Sales and Marketing Office 

3-Current number of employees in London: 12 
 

4-  

 

6-Estimated number of apprenticeships offered in London:  

Year 1 ………….       Year 3 ………………..             I don’t know 

 

7-What percentage of employees you anticipate being in these functions over the next 3 years in your 

London office:  

Managers and directors                 10…… % 
Professional and technical occupations           …… % 
Sales and customer service occupations 80…… % 
Administrative and secretarial occupations     10…… % 
Others                                           …… % 

  

8-How would you rate the support received by London & Partners: 

Excellent Good Average Poor Very poor 

Excellent     
 

9-What would you have done without London and Partners’ support? 

 Definitely NOT invested in London 

 Probably NOT invested in London 

 Probably invested in London anyway – Probably invested 

 Definitely invested in London anyway 

10 - Have the services and advice provided by London & Partners influenced your decision to locate in 
London sooner than planned? Yes introduction to bank did expedite the process say by 6 months. 
Don’t Know 

 Yes, by at least a year 

 Yes, by between 6 months and a year- 6 months or a year 

 



 Yes, by less than 6 months 

 No 

 Don’t Know 

 

 

 
11- Have the services and advice provided by London & Partners and its network influenced your 
decision to locate in London at a greater scale than originally planned? (For example, a greater level of 
capital investment, more office space, more jobs created) – Don’t Know 

 Yes     

 No 

 Don’t Know-  
 

12 - If YES, can you estimate how many extra jobs you created? Can’t say at this stage………………. 

 
13-What is the total capital investment in London for this investment project? 

 

£  
 

We introduced you to the following service providers, please indicate the ones you have chosen to 

work with and comment on the service received from any of these providers: 

a) Introduction to service providers: 

•  Reva management meeting in Feb 2016 with Kingston Smith and Penningtons  
b) Introduction with transport and environment experts from GLA  
c) L&P connected the company with GLA  
d) L&P organised Press Release and statement from the Mayor of London during launch ( Boris 

Johnson statement)  
 

14- Would your company…. 

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners networking events? YES NO 

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our publicity & press briefings? YES NO 

Recommend London & Partners? YES NO 

Be interested in participating in research projects? YES NO 

Recommend other businesses to invest in London?  

 

YES NO 

Be interested in receiving information on additional chargeable services? YES NO 

Be interested in further advice and practical support from UK Trade & Investment 

(UKTI) on how to export/trade from the UK? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

YES NO 

   

 

15 -How did we add value to your business? 

-Helped in PR during launch 

-Connected with Transport and Environment Experts in GLA 

-Connected to Mayors team for PR and Press Statement by Boris Johnson 

Provided information on business opportunities in London 



-Provided information on salary levels for London staff 

-Connected to Law firm  

-Connected to Accounting firm 

 

16-What could we do better? 

17- Are there any other services you like us to offer in the future?(if so, please list them) 

18 - How did your perception of London change as a result of the support and advice that London & 

Partners provided? 

 I have a better perception of London as a city in which to invest 

 I have a worse perception of London as a city in which to invest 

 My perception of London did not change 

 
19 – Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do 
you agree that London now seems…  

 Strongly 

Agree 

Agree Neither agree 

or disagree 

Disagree Strongly 

disagree 

Not 

sure 

A city which is better value for 

money 

Yes      

A place which is easier to 

travel to and around 

yes      

A more welcoming city 

 

Yes      

A thriving cultural centre Yes      

A city with a strong tech offer Yes      

A city with a strong life 

sciences offer 

      

 

 
20 – Please describe what the most significant change in your perception of London has been and why 
as a result of your interaction with London & Partners 
 

 
    

 
        
         

 March,2017 

        
 

         
     

 



 

 





Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

5- Excellent

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by between 6 months and a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Yes ( please estimate how many extra jobs you
created)
10

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Introduce opportunities

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Be interested in other services (if so, please list them) Advertise our requirement or
opportunities/partners we look for in the UK

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:

 3
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Definitely invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, within the next 3 years

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? London

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Managers and directors ,

Professional and technical occupations,

Administrative and secretarial occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Employment agency and vendors for business services

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

 
linking us up quickly with support companies and 
vendors.  This jumpstarted and ensured our smooth 
settling in.

Q18: What could we do better? Broadcast more of your excellent services
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

No

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Be interested in other services (if so, please list them) Nil

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Strongly agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

I could only comment from the perspective of starting an 
office:  the recommended vendors are very responsive 
and business oriented.  No red tapes and fast in 
understanding our needs.

Q23: Completed by:

 3
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Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question

Q19: Would your company... Respondent skipped this
question

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change
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Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Neither agree or disagree

A more welcoming city Neither agree or disagree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by: GA
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Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
expand in london at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Yes

Q13: If YES, can you estimate how many extra jobs you
created?

5

Q14: What is the total capital investment in London for 

Q15: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

We have had tenders with several partners for various functions.

Q16: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

The networking and advice in our location search was 
invaluable.

Q17: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question

Q18: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your expansion in our
publicity & press?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Q19: Are there any other services you would like us to
offer in the future? (if so, please list them)

Respondent skipped this
question

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change
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Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Strongly agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Strongly agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change in your perception of London has been and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

My view of London did not change I just loved it even more. The team were fantastic and the networking was fantastic.

Q23: Completed by:

3 / 3
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Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

5- Excellent

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably NOT invested in London

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by between 6 months and a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, within the next 3 years

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? England (excluding London), Scotland

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Sales and customer service occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

central working

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

grow the partners' network

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

5- Excellent

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Don't know

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question

Q19: Would your company... Respondent skipped this
question

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q21: Following the support and guidance you have
received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

Respondent skipped this
question

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by: Respondent skipped this
question
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Yes ( please estimate how many extra jobs you
created)
1

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

We have been able to maintain speed with advise from 
London & Partners

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Disagree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably NOT invested in London

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by less than 6 months

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, within the next 3 years

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Scotland

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Sales and customer service occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Through relevant timely information and introductions to 
professional service providers

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Strongly agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Don't know

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Chambers of commerce

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

helping to get into the market

Q18: What could we do better? A network of the businesses you've helped
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong tech offer Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q1: Your Company
Company name (in London):
Address (in London):
Primary Contact in London (Name):
Title/Position:
Contact number:
Email:

Q2: Please provide a brief description of the business
functions in your London operation: (i.e. European
headquarter, commercial/sales office, R&D, etc.):

Childrenwear company

Q3: Current number of employees in London: 5

Q6: Estimated number of apprenticeships offered in London:
in 1 year 0
in 3 years 0
I don't know 0

Q7: What percentage of employees do you anticipate being in these functions over the next 3 years in your
London office (percentages must add up to 100%):
Managers and directors (%): 10
Professional and technical occupations (%): 0
Sales and customer service occupations (%): 90
Administrative and secretarial occupations (%): 0
Others (%): 0

Q8: What is the capital investment in London for this 
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Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

4- Good

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Don't know

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

None

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

We just met

Q18: What could we do better? We did not so much have a chance to work together so 
it is too early to say
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

No

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

No

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Definitely invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by less than 6 months ,

Other (please specify)
Time scale was based on Selfridges store

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Re Think call

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Information on London, introductions to recruitment, 
invitations to retail events.

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

5- Excellent

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by between 6 months and a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Yes ( please estimate how many extra jobs you
created)
5

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Fitzgerald and Law

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Giving us knowledge and contacts in network

Q18: What could we do better? Knowledge of contacts in universities
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Strongly agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Strongly agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Proactive nature of London and Partners in Investor 
Development

Q23: Completed by:
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

London Chamber of Commerce

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

networking

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question

Q19: Would your company... Respondent skipped this
question

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change
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Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Neither agree or disagree

A more welcoming city Neither agree or disagree

A thriving cultural centre Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong tech offer Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

None at this stage

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

We were considering Edinburgh as an office, but the 
WeWorks deal helped us decide on London

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Neither agree or disagree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

5- Excellent

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably NOT invested in London

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by at least a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Yes ( please estimate how many extra jobs you
created)
8

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, in the next 12 months

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? London

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Managers and directors ,

Professional and technical occupations,

Administrative and secretarial occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

BDO, RSM, Joelson, Bank of China

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

London&Partners did help us a lot both from register our 
company and find retail location. Only with this help, we 
can see our value in London which make us to invest 
more here.

Q18: What could we do better? Introduce more related companies working together
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Strongly agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Strongly agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Strongly agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

I never think about that i can set up a company and get 
a pop up shop done within 20 days. But with the help of 
London & Partners, everything just moving so fluent and 
fast.

Q23: Completed by:
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Professional and technical
occupations (%):

40

Sales and customer service
occupations (%):

25

Administrative and secretarial
occupations (%):

10

Q8: What is the capital investment in London for this investment project?

£

 by London & Partners:

5 Excellent

Q10: What would you have done without London & Partners' support?

Definitely invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London & Partners influenced your decision to expand
in London sooner than planned?

Don't know

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London & Partners and its network influenced your
decision to locate in London at a greater scale than originally planned? (For example, a greater level
of capital investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest
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Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand?

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil within your other UK offices (tick all that
apply)?

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your business?

Q18: What could we do better?

Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving
invitations to London &
Partners networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to
refer to your setup in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London &
Partners?

Yes
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Be interested in participating in
research projects?

Yes

Recommend other businesses
to invest in London?

Yes

Be interested in receiving
information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice
and practical support from UK
Trade & Investment (UKTI) on
how to export/trade from the
UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us
on a short case study?

Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a result of the support and advice that London &
Partners provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent
do you agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for
money

Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel
to and around

Neither agree or disagree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life
sciences offer

Not sure/Doesn't apply
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Definitely NOT invested in London

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by at least a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Yes ( please estimate how many extra jobs you
created)
1

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, in the next 12 months

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? England (excluding London)

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Professional and technical occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Banking

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

To do and not do when it's time to settle in UK

Q18: What could we do better? Everything it's OK
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Strongly agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Strongly agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Strongly agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

It is an excellent place to develop business and global 
projection of our company.

Q23: Completed by:
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

i2Office, Portuguese Chamber of Commerce, London Chamber of Commerce

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Putting the business in touch with the right contacts

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question

Q19: Would your company... Respondent skipped this
question

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest
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Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Neither agree or disagree

A more welcoming city Neither agree or disagree

A thriving cultural centre Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong tech offer Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

5- Excellent

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Don't know

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, within the next 3 years

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Scotland

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Managers and directors ,

Administrative and secretarial occupations ,

Sales and customer service occupations,

Professional and technical occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Use my own contacts prior to engaging London and partners

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Advice and contacts in areas I had no contacts

Q18: What could we do better? Difficult to comment
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

No

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Neither agree or disagree

A thriving cultural centre Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong tech offer Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

For somebody that does not have any contacts in the 
U.K. London and partners have a lot to offer and I would 
recommend them to anyone considering Europe to set 
up a business

Q23: Completed by:
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Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

MetroBank

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

very positive

Q18: What could we do better? it was perfect

Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? No

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

No

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes
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Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Strongly agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Strongly agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Strongly agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

easy to do business

Q23: Completed by:
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Definitely invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by less than 6 months

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Yes ( please estimate how many extra jobs you
created)
0

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Bite, very responsive, added a lot of value. Figuring out the many pieces of the launch. Really good understanding of 
their goals.

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

The map Penny provided helped to set the tone of the 
meeting, engagement made sense for London. Huge 
connection into Bite and the launch event was really 
helpful.

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

i2Office, Portuguese Chamber of Commerce, London Chamber of Commerce

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Putting the business in touch with the right contacts

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question

Q19: Would your company... Respondent skipped this
question

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest
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Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Neither agree or disagree

A more welcoming city Neither agree or disagree

A thriving cultural centre Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong tech offer Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

5- Excellent

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Don't know

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, within the next 3 years

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Scotland

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Managers and directors ,

Administrative and secretarial occupations ,

Sales and customer service occupations,

Professional and technical occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Use my own contacts prior to engaging London and partners

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Advice and contacts in areas I had no contacts

Q18: What could we do better? Difficult to comment
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

No

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Neither agree or disagree

A thriving cultural centre Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong tech offer Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

For somebody that does not have any contacts in the 
U.K. London and partners have a lot to offer and I would 
recommend them to anyone considering Europe to set 
up a business

Q23: Completed by:
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by at least a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

real estate agents and law firms, human resource company

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Introduction to real estate agents and law firms, and  
human resource company

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

No

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a worse perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

We value support received from London & Partners

Q23: Completed by: Respondent skipped this
question
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by at least a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

real estate agents and law firms, human resource company

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Introduction to real estate agents and law firms, and  
human resource company

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

No

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a worse perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

We value support received from London & Partners

Q23: Completed by: Respondent skipped this
question
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Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

5- Excellent

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Don't know,

Other (please specify) made expansion more simple

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

networking with professional industries and potential 
new business opportunities

Q18: What could we do better? Support \pr
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

networking capabilities and opportunities

Q23: Completed by:

 3
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Definitely invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Metro Bank

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Providing contacts and advice when setting up Bank 
Account

Q18: What could we do better? Host more networking events
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

No

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Strongly agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Strongly agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Strongly agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

I already know that London is the best city in the world. 
L&P confirmed it.

Q23: Completed by:
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Introductions, event invitations, profile raising

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? No

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

No

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Not sure/Doesn't apply

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Not sure/Doesn't apply

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question

Q19: Would your company... Respondent skipped this
question

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest
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Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Not sure/Doesn't apply

A place which is easier to travel to and around Not sure/Doesn't apply

A more welcoming city Not sure/Doesn't apply

A thriving cultural centre Not sure/Doesn't apply

A city with a strong tech offer Not sure/Doesn't apply

A city with a strong life sciences offer Not sure/Doesn't apply

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:

 3
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, within the next 3 years

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? England (excluding London), Scotland

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question

Q19: Would your company... Respondent skipped this
question

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change
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Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

5- Excellent

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably NOT invested in London

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by between 6 months and a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Yes ( please estimate how many extra jobs you
created)
10

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, in the next 12 months

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? London

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Managers and directors ,

Professional and technical occupations,

Sales and customer service occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

BDO

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Helped with some of the processes.

Q18: What could we do better? Help with Visas?
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

No

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Strongly disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Strongly agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

N/A

Q23: Completed by:
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Definitely NOT invested in London

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by at least a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Yes ( please estimate how many extra jobs you
created)
3

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, in the next 12 months

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? England (excluding London), Northern Ireland

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Professional and technical occupations,

Sales and customer service occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Exploring business in UK 100%

Q18: What could we do better? It is best as it is now
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably NOT invested in London

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by between 6 months and a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, within the next 3 years

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? England (excluding London)

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Professional and technical occupations,

Sales and customer service occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

accounting

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

introductions and access to professional services

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Neither agree or disagree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong tech offer Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

4- Good

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Definitely invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, within the next 3 years

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? England (excluding London)

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Sales and customer service occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

We worked with Metrobank and Ecovis accountants

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Introductions

Q18: What could we do better? More discounts on services such as office space would 
be great
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

No

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Neither agree or disagree

A more welcoming city Neither agree or disagree

A thriving cultural centre Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong tech offer Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Introduction to Med City was great

Q23: Completed by:
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Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

3- Average

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Don't know

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, within the next 3 years

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? England (excluding London), Wales, Scotland,

Northern Ireland, London

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Professional and technical occupations,

Sales and customer service occupations,

Administrative and secretarial occupations ,
Other (please specify) marketing

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

jfc

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

n/a

Q18: What could we do better? n/a
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? No

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

No

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a worse perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Neither agree or disagree

A more welcoming city Neither agree or disagree

A thriving cultural centre Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong tech offer Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question

Q19: Would your company... Respondent skipped this
question

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change
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Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Not sure/Doesn't apply

A place which is easier to travel to and around Not sure/Doesn't apply

A more welcoming city Not sure/Doesn't apply

A thriving cultural centre Not sure/Doesn't apply

A city with a strong tech offer Not sure/Doesn't apply

A city with a strong life sciences offer Not sure/Doesn't apply

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by less than 6 months

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, within the next 3 years

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? England (excluding London), Scotland

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Professional and technical occupations,

Sales and customer service occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Oury Clark, UK Trade and Investments & Knight Frank

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

assisted in connecting us with the right people to get 
things moving in an effective manner

Q18: What could we do better? no complaints
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Disagree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Strongly agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by between 6 months and a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q18: What could we do better? Get me a quote from the mayor
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

No

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Neither agree or disagree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by less than 6 months

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Oury Clarke, Metro Bank

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

By providing advice on requirements to set-up and 
connections both from a set-up and business 
development persepctive.

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

No

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

The strong networking opportunities wihtin.

Q23: Completed by:
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Definitely invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

LCCI

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

No

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

No

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q13: If YES, can you estimate how many extra jobs you
created?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q14: What is the total capital investment in London for
this investment project?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question

Q18: Would your company... Respondent skipped this
question

Q19: Are there any other services you would like us to
offer in the future? (if so, please list them)

Respondent skipped this
question

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have
received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

Respondent skipped this
question

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by: Respondent skipped this
question
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Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

4- Good

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Definitely invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No,

Other (please specify) Already here!

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Financial Services, Local Authority and London Chamber of Commerce

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Providing options for business approach

Q18: What could we do better? Have a structured approach to responses instead of 
large amounts of text/emails, communicate with UKTI a 
bit more as we have been introduced to many different 
people even though we already approached and have 
our own contacts - open lines of communication.
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Not sure/Doesn't apply

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

n/a

Q23: Completed by:
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Respondent skipped this
question

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question

Q19: Would your company... Respondent skipped this
question

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have
received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by: Respondent skipped this
question
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by between 6 months and a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Timely information and through relevant introductions to 
the A/C firm, Recruitment Consultants, etc.

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Strongly agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by between 6 months and a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Yes ( please estimate how many extra jobs you
created)
4

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, within the next 3 years

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? England (excluding London)

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Managers and directors ,

Sales and customer service occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Ourly \clarke

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

\network and introductions

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Strongly agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Easier introduction to london

Q23: Completed by:
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Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

5- Excellent

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Definitely invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, in the next 12 months

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? England (excluding London), Wales, Scotland,

Northern Ireland, London

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Sales and customer service occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Nil

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Unable to quantify as yet

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

No

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Strongly agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Very open & transparent to do business

Q23: Completed by:

 3
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably NOT invested in London

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by at least a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Oury Clark

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Provided right contacts and helped in settling in

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

London seems to be more friendlier than I perceived 
earlier

Q23: Completed by:
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, within the next 3 years

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? England (excluding London)

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Sales and customer service occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

LCCI

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

By giving the right advise and guidance , and UKTI 
assisting/ arranging meeting with immigration lawyers 
for practical inputs.

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
expand in london at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Yes

Q13: If YES, can you estimate how many extra jobs you
created?

200

Q14: What is the total capital investment in London for 

Q15: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question

Q18: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your expansion in our
publicity & press?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q19: Are there any other services you would like us to
offer in the future? (if so, please list them)

Respondent skipped this
question

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest
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Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Strongly agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change in your perception of London has been and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

1) better confidence and understanding of business environment and culture
2) city hall officials efficiency

Q23: Completed by:
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Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

5- Excellent

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Definitely invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

We found temporary office space at Regus via London & Parnters and we used IMA to find temporary housing for a US 
employee on 4 month secondment in the UK

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

By adding tremendous efficiency to the search for office 
space and temporary housing

Q18: What could we do better? Nothing comes to mind. Very friendly, welcoming and 
willing to make lots of introductions
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

No

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

No

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? No

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

No

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

I now perceive London as a place that is actively 
seeking outside business investment

Q23: Completed by:
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Respondent skipped this
question

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question

Q19: Would your company... Respondent skipped this
question

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have
received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by: Respondent skipped this
question
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably NOT invested in London

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by between 6 months and a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Yes ( please estimate how many extra jobs you
created)
15

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, within the next 3 years

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? England (excluding London)

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Professional and technical occupations,

Sales and customer service occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

TBD

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Networking, making us aware of relevant opportunities

Q18: What could we do better? On the ground support through the initial set up tasks
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Strongly agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Strongly agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Strongly agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

London's tech focus and strength and potential to be a 
major global tech hub

Q23: Completed by:

 3
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Client feedback form – Commercially confidential 

 

1 –                 

                            
                                                                                    

   
                                    

                                   
 

 

 – Please provide a brief description of the business functions in your London operations: 

- Full-service digital agency creating services, communications and products based in technology 

and design 

- Relocation and expansion of EMEA HQ office 

 

3 – Number of employees in London at first engagement (January 2016):                                      250                                                                                                          

 

4 – Estimated total number of employees in London in 1 year (ie. by end-2016):                                

 

 

                           

 

 

6 – Estimated number of apprenticeships offered in London in 1 year:                                                           - 

 

7 – Estimated number of apprenticeships offered in London in 3 years:                                              - 

 

8 – What percentage of employees do you anticipate being in these functions over the next 3 years: 

  

• Managers and directors                                                                                       10 % 

• Professional and technical occupations                                                                          75 % 

• Sales and customer service occupations                                                                         5 % 

• Administrative and secretarial occupations                                                                     10 % 

• Others                                                                                                                   0 % 
  

 
9 – Have the services and advice provided by London & Partners influenced your decision to expand 
in London sooner than planned? 
 

• Yes, by at least a year 

• Yes, by between 6 months and a year 

• Yes, by less than 6 months 

• No 



 
10 – Did you consider other potential locations for your expansion? (eg. other cities in the UK, cities in  

other countries or within your home market vs London) YES NO 

               
  If YES, which locations?:     1  ……….………  2  …………………  3  ……….……….  
  

 
11 – Approximate total capital investment in London for this expansion project (if known)? 
 

£   
 

 
12 – How did we add value to your business?   
 

- Recruitment – info on apprenticeships and placements 
- Introductions to potential partners – NFL, L&P Key Accounts  
- Marketing opportunities – Smart City Expo  
- Networking – invites to Second Home, LTW, NFL, etc 

 

 
13 – What could we do better? 
 

- N/A 
 

14 – Would your company…. 

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners networking events? YES NO 

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our publicity & press briefings? YES NO 

Recommend London & Partners? YES NO 

Be interested in participating in research projects? YES NO 

Recommend other businesses to invest in London?  

 

YES NO 

Be interested in receiving information on additional chargeable services? YES NO 

Be interested in further advice from UKTI on how to export/trade from the UK? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

YES NO 
 

 

15 – Are there any other services you would like us to offer in the future? (If so, please list them) 

- N/A 

 
16 – Completed by:                                      
               
                                              

 





Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Definitely invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by less than 6 months

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Central Working, i2office

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Helping us find desk space, letting us work one day 
from the London & Partners office, generally helpful

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by less than 6 months

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, in the next 12 months

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? London, Scotland, England (excluding London)

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Administrative and secretarial occupations ,

Professional and technical occupations,

Managers and directors

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

We used a different introduction for our accounting / legal.

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Great advice

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Neither agree or disagree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Not sure/Doesn't apply

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:

 3
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question

Q19: Would your company... Respondent skipped this
question

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest
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Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Neither agree or disagree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:

 3

L&P FDI Inward Investment form





Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

3- Average

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably NOT invested in London

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by at least a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

BDO and Newland Chase

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

No

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Strongly agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:

 3

L&P FDI Inward Investment form





Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Definitely invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by at least a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Yes ( please estimate how many extra jobs you
created)
1

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, in the next 12 months

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? England (excluding London), Wales, Scotland,

Northern Ireland, London

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Sales and customer service occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Italian Chamber of Commerce, DeVono office, and a lot of help with accountant, bank firm and law firms

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

They always helped me to take the best decision

Q18: What could we do better? nothing
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

No

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Strongly agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Each decision should be taken after the right suggestion

Q23: Completed by:

 3
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Definitely invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by between 6 months and a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Yes ( please estimate how many extra jobs you
created)
1

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, within the next 3 years

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? England (excluding London)

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Professional and technical occupations,

Sales and customer service occupations,

Administrative and secretarial occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

I2 Offices
Pinsent & Masons

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Putting in touch with professional service providers

Q18: What could we do better? More networking opportunities
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

5- Excellent

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Definitely invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by at least a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Yes ( please estimate how many extra jobs you
created)
2

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, within the next 3 years

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Scotland

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Professional and technical occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Opened up the wider networking of the industry. Built 
our confidence about the market. Assised us to get on 
board in more speedy pace.

Q18: What could we do better? Organising more networking events with UK indutrial 
friends (development, property, architectural services). 
Organising more inter Chinese investers/other region 
investers networking.
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Strongly agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Strongly agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

open and tolarate culture. Mature business and 
legislation system.

Q23: Completed by:
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Q12: Have the services and advice provided by
London & Partners and its network influenced your
decision to locate in London at a greater scale than
originally planned? (For example, a greater level of
capital investment, more office space, more jobs
created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to
fulfil within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

MM Employee Benefits

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

helped us to find the right commercial partners quickly

Q18: What could we do better? Not for now

Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London &
Partners networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

No

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade
from the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Be interested in other services (if so, please list them) employment law and compliance issues
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Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London &
Partners provided?

My perception of London did not change

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do
you agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by at least a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Yes ( please estimate how many extra jobs you
created)
1

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? London

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Managers and directors

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question

Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes
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Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Strongly agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Strongly agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Strongly agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Don't know,

Other (please specify)
I have met L&P after our investment in London
however they have been really helpful since I know
them

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Italian and English Chamber of commerce

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

They were really helpful and supporting

Q18: What could we do better? I am more than satisfied with your service at the 
moment
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:

 3
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Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
expand in london at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Yes

Q13: If YES, can you estimate how many extra jobs you
created?

25

Q14: What is the total capital investment in London for 

Q15: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Accountancy KPMG

Q16: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Connections, Advice

Q17: What could we do better? Coordinate better with UKTI

Q18: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your expansion in our
publicity & press?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q19: Are there any other services you would like us to
offer in the future? (if so, please list them)

Respondent skipped this
question

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest
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Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change in your perception of London has been and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

The involvement of the key executives at L&P

Q23: Completed by:
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Already had relationships with commercial partners prior to working with London & Partners.

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Assisted in streamlining certain services and providing 
introductions.

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

No

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Strongly agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

The interaction between government and business is 
much better than I have experienced elsewhere.

Q23: Completed by:

 3
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Definitely invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I have already invested in other UK locations

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Still deciding

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Networks

Q18: What could we do better? Wasn't aware of the operation until after we had already 
invested - potentially create awareness during the visa 
process
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Neither agree or disagree

A more welcoming city Strongly agree

A thriving cultural centre Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

networks and investment available

Q23: Completed by:
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by between 6 months and a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Kingston Smith, i2Officesc

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

They equipped us with the sufficient information to be 
able to make an investment decision in London. 
Introduction to relevant service providers was immensly 
helpful.

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

No

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

4- Good

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably NOT invested in London

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by between 6 months and a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Yes ( please estimate how many extra jobs you
created)
5

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Givin Advise and referals

Q18: What could we do better? Inform about the complexity with de Visa Process and 
the real complicate road to open a business bank 
account
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

No

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Strongly agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Don't know

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Metro Bank

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Advice, contacts and helpful introductions

Q18: What could we do better? Setting up banking facilities in the U.K. Is definitely the 
most frustrating and difficult part of the process. Actual 
physical support on doing that would be very much 
appreciated
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Disagree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Larger willingness of people to help and engage in 
conversation.

Q23: Completed by:
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by between 6 months and a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, within the next 3 years

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? England (excluding London)

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Sales and customer service occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Introduction to relevant Networks

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
expand in london at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Yes

Q13: If YES, can you estimate how many extra jobs you
created?

Well, off the back of our partnership on content last year 
at least 1 job (directly)

Q14: What is the total capital investment in London for
this investment project?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

L&P particularly added value to us by helping us amplify 
our brand in the media. Our partnerships on content 
around London have helped us raise our profile as a 
thought-leader in the technology sector.

Q17: What could we do better? Hard to say! What we've seen so far is great.

Q18: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Q19: Are there any other services you would like us to
offer in the future? (if so, please list them)

Respondent skipped this
question

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest
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Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Neither agree or disagree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change in your perception of London has been and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

I now perceive London to have a tech ecosystem which rivals those in the US.

Q23: Completed by:
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably NOT invested in London

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by at least a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Yes ( please estimate how many extra jobs you
created)
5

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, in the next 12 months

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? England (excluding London)

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Sales and customer service occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Oury Clarke and Metro Bank

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Provided ongoing advice for understanding the London 
market (salary surveys, recruiters, office, legal). When I 
personally needed an immigration referral they helped 
and also encouraged me when the process proved 
quite difficult (even though I was married for five years 
to a British citizen already - his income did not qualify to 
sponsor me as I was the primary earner).

Q18: What could we do better? `I've never worked with such an agency before so I'm 
unsure how to compare it. What I do know is I was 
made to feel that my business was wanted in London 
and it was a good place to grow.
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Strongly agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Strongly agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

I didn't expect it to have as high a quality pool of 
software programmers (especially junior ones) that 
we've been able to find.

Q23: Completed by:
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Client feedback form – Commercially confidential 

1-  

 
 

 

 
                          
 
                                               
 
   

Please provide a brief description of the business functions in your London Operation (i.e. 

European headquarter, commercial/sales office, R&D, etc.): 

Resource centre in London to support retail operation in London and UK branches 

 

 

 

3-Current number of employees in London: none in these branches before opening resource centre 
in London 

 

5-Estimated total number of apprenticeships offered in London: in 1 year ………….  in 3 years 

………  

6-What percentage of employees you anticipate being in these functions over the next 3 years in 

your London office (percentages must add up to 100%):  

Managers and directors                 …10… % 
Professional and technical occupations           …30… % 
Sales and customer service occupations …30… % 
Administrative and secretarial occupations     …20 % 
Others                                           …10… % 

  

7-What is the total capital investment in London for this investment project? 

 

£  
 

How would you rate the support received by London & Partners: 

5 - Excellent Good Average Poor 1 - Very poor 

5     
 



9-What would you have done without London and Partners’ support?  

We were considering Leicester, Birmingham and Scotland (Edinburgh/Glasgow) as cheaper options, 

info provided to us made good business case for London 

 Definitely NOT invested in London 

 Probably NOT invested in London  - would have invested in other parts of UK this year 

 Probably invested in London anyway 

 Definitely invested in London anyway 

 

  

 
10- Have the services and advice provided by London & Partners influenced your decision to invest 
in London sooner than planned? 

 Yes, by at least a year 

 Yes, by between 6 months and a year 

 Yes, by less than 6 months 

 No 

 Don’t know 

 

  

   

 

 
11- Have the services and advice provided by London & Partners and its network influenced your 
decision to invest in London at a greater scale than originally planned? (For example, a greater level 
of capital investment, more office space, more jobs created) yes, we were able to open two 
branches this year instead of 1 ( 4 additional jobs) 

 No 

 Yes (please estimate how many extra jobs you created)……..    
 

 
 
12 Is your company considering to invest/expand in other UK locations? 
 
Yes, in the next 12 months 
Yes, within the next 3 years 
No, I am not planning to invest 
No, I have already invested in other UK locations 
 
 
 
 

IF NO to 12, go to 15 
 
13 Where else are you planning to invest/expand? 
 
England (excluding London) 
Wales 
Scotland  
Northern Ireland 
London 
 
 



14 Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)? 

 
Managers and directors                  
Professional and technical occupations            
Sales and customer service occupations  
Administrative and secretarial occupations      
Others                                            

 

15-We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). 

Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with: 

We use in-house expertise developed over the years 

16-How did London & Partners add value to your business? 

- Provided Information on Indian diaspora spread in UK and London 

- Provided low cost options for call centre and back office in London, provided low cost options in 

Outer London  

- Connected to Boroughs for local business engagement (Romford, and Redbridge) 

- Provided networking opportunities 

- Provided Information Utility Costs in London 

- Provided report in Language skills in London 

- Provided report on graduate salaries in London 

 
17-What could we do better? 

18-Would your company…. 

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners networking events? YES NO 

Permit London & Partners to refer to your expansion in our publicity & press 

 

YES NO 

Recommend London & Partners? YES NO 

Be interested in participating in research projects? YES NO 

Recommend other businesses to invest in London?  

 

YES NO 

Be interested in receiving information on additional chargeable services? YES NO 

Be interested in further advice and practical support from UK Trade & Investment 
(UKTI) on how to export/trade from the UK?   
 

YES NO 

Be interested to work with us on a short case study YES NO 

Be interested in other services (if so, please list them)   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



19 How did your perception of London change as a result of the support and advice that London & 
Partners provided? 
 

a) I have a better perception of London as a city in which to invest  
b) I have a worse perception of London as a city in which to invest  
c) My perception of London did not change  

 

 

20 Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what 

extent do you agree that London now seems…. 

 

 Strongly 
agree 

Agree Neither agree 
or disagree 

Disagree Strongly 
disagree 

Not sure 

A city which is 
better value for 
money 

Yes      

 
A place which is 
easier to travel 
to and around 
 

Yes      

A more 
welcoming city 

Yes      

A thriving 
cultural centre 
 

Yes      

A city with a 
strong tech offer 
 

Yes      

A city with a 
strong life 
sciences offer 
 

Yes      

 
 

 
21 Please describe what the most significant change in your perception of London has been and 
why as a result of your interaction with London & Partners 

 
 



Completed By:   
 
       
         

09/2016 

 

 





Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Definitely NOT invested in London

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by at least a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Yes ( please estimate how many extra jobs you
created)
5

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, in the next 12 months

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? England (excluding London)

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Managers and directors ,

Professional and technical occupations,

Sales and customer service occupations,

Administrative and secretarial occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Accounting - Saffery Champness
Santander
Vitoria Nabas lawyers

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

structure to meet the best partners.

Q18: What could we do better? about accounting and process to open a company can 
be more explained and detailed as a simulation
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Be interested in other services (if so, please list them) Angel investment or Venture Capital in UK

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

London & partners and UKTI helped us to understand 
the market and create reliability about move a part of 
the company to UK. They created a structure for I look 
to the opportunities and support of the government.

Q23: Completed by:
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Don't know

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question

Q19: Would your company... Respondent skipped this
question

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change
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Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Not sure/Doesn't apply

A place which is easier to travel to and around Not sure/Doesn't apply

A more welcoming city Not sure/Doesn't apply

A thriving cultural centre Not sure/Doesn't apply

A city with a strong tech offer Not sure/Doesn't apply

A city with a strong life sciences offer Not sure/Doesn't apply

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

5- Excellent

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably NOT invested in London

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by less than 6 months

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Yes ( please estimate how many extra jobs you
created)
0

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, in the next 12 months

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? England (excluding London)

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Managers and directors ,

Professional and technical occupations,

Sales and customer service occupations,

Administrative and secretarial occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Property agent

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Information, relation.

Q18: What could we do better? Provide lower cost from commercial partners.
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Strongly agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Strongly agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Strongly agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Felt support by London Partners.

Q23: Completed by:
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Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I have already invested in other UK locations

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

We spoke to Andrew Oury

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, within the next 3 years

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? London

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Managers and directors ,

Professional and technical occupations,

Sales and customer service occupations,

Administrative and secretarial occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Metro Bank, Blick Rothenberg Accountants

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Useful operations

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Neither agree or disagree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

5- Excellent

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by between 6 months and a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Yes ( please estimate how many extra jobs you
created)
8

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, within the next 3 years

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Scotland

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Managers and directors ,

Professional and technical occupations,

Sales and customer service occupations,

Administrative and secretarial occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Law firms, office property.

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Give lots of help and support to settle down in London, 
and help business grow up.

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Strongly agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Strongly agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Strongly agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Definitely NOT invested in London

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by at least a year ,

Other (please specify)
Yes, tremendously. Our move & expansion in London
was influenced solely by L&P

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, in the next 12 months

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? England (excluding London), Wales, Scotland,

Northern Ireland, London

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Professional and technical occupations,

Sales and customer service occupations,

Administrative and secretarial occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Red Fern, KPMG

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Tremendous network of support & helping navigate 
basic business setup, allowing me to focus on running 
my business.

Q18: What could we do better? Maybe a better curation of start-ups in Travel Tech Lab 
(but that's being nitpicky).
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Disagree

A city with a strong tech offer Disagree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Not sure/Doesn't apply

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Much more opportunity for tech expansion than in New 
York or SF (although this is specific to our business)

Q23: Completed by:
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Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

4- Good

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Definitely invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

none of recommended

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

did not but it wasn't their fault

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? No

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

No

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Respondent skipped this
question

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question

Q19: Would your company... Respondent skipped this
question

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have
received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by: Respondent skipped this
question
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

UKTI and i2Office

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Via relevant introductions

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Neither agree or disagree

A more welcoming city Neither agree or disagree

A thriving cultural centre Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong tech offer Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
expand in london at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Don't know

Q13: If YES, can you estimate how many extra jobs you
created?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q14: What is the total capital investment in London for
this investment project?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question

Q18: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your expansion in our
publicity & press?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

No

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q19: Are there any other services you would like us to
offer in the future? (if so, please list them)

Respondent skipped this
question

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest
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Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change in your perception of London has been and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Breadth and vibrancy of tech organisations based in 

 by:
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by less than 6 months

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Fitzgerald and Law

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Making it tremendously smooth in establishing our 
business entity in the UK and partnering with useful 
partners.

Q18: What could we do better? Visit face to face sooner.  Penny is amazing.
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Be interested in other services (if so, please list them) Partnering to actually provide our product to
L&P

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Strongly agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Strongly agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Not sure/Doesn't apply

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Expanding into London is not only possible, it can be 
delightful.

Q23: Completed by:
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Definitely invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Don't know

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

LCCI

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Advce on Sales and Marketing

Q18: What could we do better? Higher Profile (we wish we could have connected with 
London & Partners even before registering the set-up/ 
operations, etc.)
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Connected Networks

Q23: Completed by:
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably NOT invested in London

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by
London & Partners influenced your decision to expand
in London sooner than planned?

Yes, by between 6 months and a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by
London & Partners and its network influenced your
decision to locate in London at a greater scale than
originally planned? (For example, a greater level of
capital investment, more office space, more jobs
created)

Yes ( please estimate how many extra jobs you
created)
2

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, in the next 12 months

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? England (excluding London), Scotland

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to
fulfil within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Managers and directors ,

Professional and technical occupations,

Sales and customer service occupations,

Administrative and secretarial occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Fitzgerald & Law International
Central Working
Rochester PR Group
Bite
Octopus TV

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Add value to understand London market better, know 
customer better

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London &
Partners networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade
from the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London &
Partners provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in
which to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do
you agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Strongly agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Strongly agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Strongly agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

"London is open" with London & Partners, I used to 
have sterotype of some barriers opening up business 
in London, but now clearly feel London is open

Q23: Completed by:
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

No

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

No

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? No

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

No

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Not sure/Doesn't apply

A city with a strong life sciences offer Not sure/Doesn't apply

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Respondent skipped this
question

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question

Q19: Would your company... Respondent skipped this
question

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have
received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by: Respondent skipped this
question
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Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

4- Good

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by less than 6 months

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Yes ( please estimate how many extra jobs you
created)
5

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I have already invested in other UK locations

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Oury clark

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q13: If YES, can you estimate how many extra jobs you
created?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q14: What is the total capital investment in London for this investment project?

Q15: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: What could we do better? Networking and introducing to businesses

Q18: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your expansion in our
publicity & press?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

No

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q19: Are there any other services you would like us to
offer in the future? (if so, please list them)

Land seeking, Power suppl, advices on regulatory, 
Business networking

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest
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Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Strongly agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Not sure

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change in your perception of London has been and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

The way L&P values businesses sometimes over shadow what KDDI or Telehouse have done. E.g. building data centre 
gives London better infrastructure for businesses to grow further etc
Despite Bexit, London still is an attractive place for businesses and a cultural hub of Europe.

Q23: Completed by:
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably NOT invested in London

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by
London & Partners influenced your decision to expand
in London sooner than planned?

Yes, by between 6 months and a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by
London & Partners and its network influenced your
decision to locate in London at a greater scale than
originally planned? (For example, a greater level of
capital investment, more office space, more jobs
created)

Yes ( please estimate how many extra jobs you
created)
1

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, within the next 3 years

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? England (excluding London)

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to
fulfil within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Managers and directors ,

Professional and technical occupations,

Sales and customer service occupations,

Administrative and secretarial occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

London Chamber of Commerce

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Let us involve into local business resource

Q18: What could we do better? More involvement
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London &
Partners networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade
from the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London &
Partners provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in
which to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do
you agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Strongly agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

London is much more active than all the other EU 
cities.

Q23: Completed by:

 3
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Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

5- Excellent

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by less than 6 months

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, in the next 12 months

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? England (excluding London)

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Sales and customer service occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Introduction to relevant partners, agencies, suggested 
multiple ways to build the brands.

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Not sure/Doesn't apply

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

4- Good

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

law firm

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

provide connections

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Not sure/Doesn't apply

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:

 3
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Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

4- Good

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Definitely invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Don't know

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, within the next 3 years

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? London

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Managers and directors ,

Administrative and secretarial occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

RSM and Nabas lawyers

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Helped us with advises and suppliers

Q18: What could we do better? -
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Strongly agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Strongly agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Mainly for the multicultural kind of business and 
opportunity it is possible to be found in London

Q23: Completed by:

 3
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Client feedback form – Commercially confidential 

 

 

 

 
                                    
                            
 

2-Please provide a brief description of the business functions in your London Operation: 

General Management of the business; business development, fundraising, sales and compliance are 

done in London 

 

 

3-Current number of employees in London: 3 
 

                  

5-Estimated number of apprenticeships offered in London:  

Year 1 ………….       Year 3 ………………..             I don’t know 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6-What percentage of employees you anticipate being in these functions over the next 3 years in 

your London office:  

Managers and directors                 33 % 
Professional and technical occupations           33 % 
Sales and customer service occupations 16 % 
Administrative and secretarial occupations     18 % 
Others                                           …… % 

  

7-How would you rate the support received by London & Partners: 

Excellent Good Average Poor Very poor 

      
 

8-What would you have done without London and Partners’ support? 

 Definitely invested in London anyway 

 
9 - Have the services and advice provided by London & Partners influenced your decision to locate 
in London sooner than planned? 

 No 

 

 

    



 
10- Have the services and advice provided by London & Partners and its network influenced your 
decision to locate in London at a greater scale than originally planned? (For example, a greater level 
of capital investment, more office space, more jobs created) 

 Don’t Know (YET) 
 
If YES, can you estimate how many extra jobs you created? ………………. 

 
11-What is the total capital investment in London for this investment project? 

 

 
 

12-We introduced you to the following service providers, please indicate the ones you have chosen 

to work with and comment on the service received from any of these providers: 

Metro bank: More or less efficient but very friendly. However no bank wants to open a bank account 

for a fintech when it comes to client accounts. 

Propell: Very nice and will work in the future with them if we have an opening for a Marketing person. 

They however did not have anyone for compliance. 

13- Would your company…. 

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners networking 

 

 YES NO 

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our publicity & press 

 

 YES NO 

Recommend London & Partners?  YES NO 

Be interested in participating in research projects?  YES NO 

Recommend other businesses to invest in London?  

 

 YES NO 

Be interested in receiving information on additional chargeable services?  YES NO 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

14-How did we add value to your business? 

By introducing us to Metro Bank and inviting us to events. 

 15-What could we do better? 

At the moment I think everything is fine. 

16-Are there any other services you would like us to offer in the future? (If so, please list them) 
None of which I can think of right now. 
 

Completed By:   
 

      
Date: 15.04.2016 

       





Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Definitely invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Metro Bank, Oury Clarke

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Banking process was easier thank expected, L&P also 
provided information, and networking

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Definitely invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Don't know

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, within the next 3 years

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? London

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Sales and customer service occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

None

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Office space

Q18: What could we do better? Arrange more events
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

No

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Neither agree or disagree

A more welcoming city Neither agree or disagree

A thriving cultural centre Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong tech offer Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

You don't take cut from ya partners

Q23: Completed by:
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Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Knigth Frank, BMW Visas and Simply London.

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

They helped us saving a lot of time searching the right 
service providers to work with in the set up process of 
our company.

Q18: What could we do better? All worked very well.
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

No

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

No

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Not sure/Doesn't apply

A more welcoming city Neither agree or disagree

A thriving cultural centre Not sure/Doesn't apply

A city with a strong tech offer Not sure/Doesn't apply

A city with a strong life sciences offer Not sure/Doesn't apply

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change in your perception of London has been and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

It's willingness to share learnings and built community.

Q23: Completed by:
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, within the next 3 years

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? England (excluding London)

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Marketing advice and connection to printers and 
recruiters

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

No

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

No

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Our investment was already underway before we met 
with London and Partners so although it didnt impact 
our investment, it was a great resource to recommend 
hot desk stations, marketing advice and general 
introductions.

Q23: Completed by:
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Client feedback form – Commercially confidential 

 

 
 

 
                                           

                   
 

 

 
2-Please provide a brief description of the business functions in your London Operation (i.e. 

European headquarter, commercial/sales office, R&D, etc.): 

Sales and Marketing Office, Service Centre, Development Centre, Innovation Centre (centre of 

Excellence) 

 

 

3-Current number of employees in London:  10 
 
4-Estimated total number of employees in London:        

5-Estimated total number of apprenticeships offered in London: in 1 year ……-…….  in 3 years 

………… 

Don’t know 

6-What percentage of employees you anticipate being in these functions over the next 3 years in 

your London office (percentages must add up to 100%):  

Managers and directors                 …10… % 
Professional and technical occupations           …50… % 
Sales and customer service occupations …30… % 
Administrative and secretarial occupations     …10 % 
Others                                           …… % 

  

7-What is the total capital investment in London for this investment project? 

 

£  
 

How would you rate the support received by London & Partners: 

5 - Excellent Good Average Poor 1 - Very poor 

5     
 



9-What would you have done without London and Partners’ support? 

 Definitely NOT invested in London 

 Probably NOT invested in London 

 Probably invested in London anyway 

 Definitely invested in London anyway 

 
10- Have the services and advice provided by London & Partners influenced your decision to invest 
in London sooner than planned? 

 Yes, by at least a year 

 Yes, by between 6 months and a year 

 Yes, by less than 6 months 

 No 

 Don’t know 

 

  

   

 

 
11- Have the services and advice provided by London & Partners and its network influenced your 
decision to invest in London at a greater scale than originally planned? (For example, a greater level 
of capital investment, more office space, more jobs created) Yes initially in 2010 

 No 

 Yes (please estimate how many extra jobs you created)……..    
 

 
 
12 Is your company considering to invest/expand in other UK locations? 
 
Yes, in the next 12 months 
Yes, within the next 3 years 
No, I am not planning to invest 
No, I have already invested in other UK locations 
 
 
 
 

IF NO to 12, go to 15 
 
13 Where else are you planning to invest/expand? 
 
England (excluding London) 
Wales 
Scotland  
Northern Ireland 
London 
 
 

14 Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)? 

 
 
Managers and directors                  
Professional and technical occupations            
Sales and customer service occupations  
Administrative and secretarial occupations      
Others                                            

 



15-We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). 

Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with: 

 

16-How did London & Partners add value to your business? 

- Information on software sector in UK 

- Introduction to Trampery Travel Tech and Retail Tech 

- Information on Immigration  

- Introduction to Kingston Smith 

- Introduction to Newland Chase 

- Information on salary structuring 

- Provided info on Innovate UK  

 

17-What could we do better? 

18-Would your company…. 

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners networking events? YES  

Permit London & Partners to refer to your expansion in our publicity & press 

 

 NO 

Recommend London & Partners? YES  

Be interested in participating in research projects?  NO 

Recommend other businesses to invest in London?  

 

YES  

Be interested in receiving information on additional chargeable services?  NO 

Be interested in further advice and practical support from UK Trade & Investment 
(UKTI) on how to export/trade from the UK?   
 

YES  

Be interested to work with us on a short case study YES  

Be interested in other services (if so, please list them)   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

19 How did your perception of London change as a result of the support and advice that London & 
Partners provided? 
 

a) I have a better perception of London as a city in which to invest √ 
b) I have a worse perception of London as a city in which to invest  
c) My perception of London did not change  

 



 

20 Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what 

extent do you agree that London now seems…. 

 

 Strongly 
agree 

Agree Neither agree 
or disagree 

Disagree Strongly 
disagree 

Not sure 

A city which is 
better value for 
money 

Yes      

 
A place which is 
easier to travel 
to and around 
 

Yes      

A more 
welcoming city 

Yes      

A thriving 
cultural centre 
 

Yes      

A city with a 
strong tech offer 
 

Yes      

A city with a 
strong life 
sciences offer 
 

Yes      

 
 

 
21 Please describe what the most significant change in your perception of London has been and 
why as a result of your interaction with London & Partners 

 
 

Completed By:   
        
         
Date: 14 June, 2016 

 

 





Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, within the next 3 years

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? England (excluding London)

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Sales and customer service occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Relevant information, and introduction to Lawyers and 
Immigration consultant

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

5- Excellent

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by less than 6 months

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, within the next 3 years

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? England (excluding London), London

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Managers and directors ,

Professional and technical occupations,

Sales and customer service occupations,

Administrative and secretarial occupations

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

RedFern Legal, Propel Recruiting

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

LP was an invaluable first step and constant adviser for 
us to navigate the London scene and UK market

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Neither agree or disagree

A more welcoming city Strongly agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Strongly agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

How easy it was/is to build connections within and 
outside of our industry.

Q23: Completed by:
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Don't know

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question

Q19: Would your company... Respondent skipped this
question

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change
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Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Not sure/Doesn't apply

A place which is easier to travel to and around Not sure/Doesn't apply

A more welcoming city Not sure/Doesn't apply

A thriving cultural centre Not sure/Doesn't apply

A city with a strong tech offer Not sure/Doesn't apply

A city with a strong life sciences offer Not sure/Doesn't apply

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
expand in london at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: If YES, can you estimate how many extra jobs you
created?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q14: What is the total capital investment in London for
this investment project?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

It was interesting to network with other companies in a 
similar situation to us and London & Partners gave us 
good contacts and advise

Q17: What could we do better? Maybe come to our offices more often

Q18: Would your company...

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

No

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q19: Are there any other services you would like us to
offer in the future? (if so, please list them)

Respondent skipped this
question

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change
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Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change in your perception of London has been and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

London was always a city Veracode wanted to have an office and develop it but London  
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by between 6 months and a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Yes ( please estimate how many extra jobs you
created)
10

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, in the next 12 months

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? England (excluding London), London

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Managers and directors ,

Professional and technical occupations,

Administrative and secretarial occupations ,
Other (please specify) former military

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

?

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

network, fast response time in communication

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

No

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? No

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

5- Excellent

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably NOT invested in London

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by at least a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Yes ( please estimate how many extra jobs you
created)
7

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

AccountsCo - Financial support
Barclays Bank

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Ease of network build, sped-up understanding the event 
and funding landscape,

Q18: What could we do better? Research into Sports Tourism could be more specific
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Neither agree or disagree

A more welcoming city Strongly agree

A thriving cultural centre Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Ease of setting up a business and potentially working 
with events/sports takeholders in London - mainly 
through London and Partner introductions and guidance

Q23: Completed by:
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Client feedback form – Commercially confidential 

 

1                       

                                  
                                                                                    

   
 

                                      

                                            
 

 

2 – Please provide a brief description of the business functions in your London operations: 

-  is an independent group of digital agencies offering integrated marketing comms and 

creative services to clients in the biotech, healthcare and related industries.   

- London office handles sales, analytics and account management for UK and EMEA markets 

 

 

3 – Number of employees in London at first engagement (16 January 2015):                                   35                                                                                                          

4 –                                                                                           

 

                           

 

 

6 –                              

 

 

7 – What percentage of employees do you anticipate being in these functions over the next 3 years: 

  

• Managers and directors                                                                                                      15 % 

• Professional and technical occupations                                                                              30 % 

• Sales and customer service occupations                                                                           40 % 

• Administrative and secretarial occupations                                                                         15 % 

• Other                                                                                                                       0 % 
  

 
8 – Did you consider other potential locations for your expansion? (eg. other cities in the UK, cities in  

other countries or within your home market vs London) YES NO 

               
  If YES, which locations?:     1  Basel     2  Berlin     3  ……..  
  

 
9 – Approximate total capital investment in London for this expansion project (if known)? 
 

£   
 



 
10 – How did we add value to your business?   
- provided advice on workspace options  
- introduced property partner, who found and negotiated the lease on their chosen building 
- helped to find a tenant for surplus sub-let space 
- recruitment support - advice on tech job fairs and apprenticeship programmes 
- export markets - info on Mayor's International Business Programme 
- CSR - info on Team London 
- profile raising events - info on London Tech Week 
- networking opportunities - multiple invites to events; attended US Ambassador's reception 
 

11 – Would your company…. 

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners networking events? YES NO 

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our publicity & press briefings? YES NO 

Recommend London & Partners? YES NO 

Be interested in participating in research projects? YES NO 

Recommend other businesses to invest in London?  

 

YES NO 

Be interested in receiving information on additional chargeable services? YES NO 

Be interested in further advice from UKTI on how to export/trade from the UK? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

YES NO 
 

 

12 – Are there any other services you would like us to offer in the future? (If so, please list them) 

- N/A 

 
13 – Completed by:                                       
               
        Date:                                      20 March 2017 

 





Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Definitely invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

office space landlords

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Got us in touch with a variety of office space locations 
throughout the city

Q18: What could we do better? I was really pleased with the services and 
responsiveness.  No changes needed!
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? No

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

No

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Not sure/Doesn't apply

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Not sure/Doesn't apply

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Not sure/Doesn't apply

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

I didn't realize London offered some reasonably priced 
office space for small startups.

Q23: Completed by:

 3
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Yes

Q12: If YES, can you estimate how many extra jobs you
created?

3

Q13: What is the capital investment in London for this investment project?
£

Q14: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Q15: How did we added value to your business? Confidence and reliable info

Q16: What could we do better? It´s difficult to be better...

Q17: Are there any other services you would like us to
offer in the future? (If so, please list them)

Respondent skipped this
question

Q18: How did yuor perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change
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Q19: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Neither agree or disagree

A more welcoming city Neither agree or disagree

A thriving cultural centre Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong tech offer Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q20: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

I been living in London for 6 years, so my perception 
was positive since the first time I have started to work 
with L&P.

Q21: Completed by:
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Definitely invested in London anyway

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

No

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Yes ( please estimate how many extra jobs you
created)
3

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

We are now discussing scope of work with RSM.

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

L&P has introduced us to several professional 
companies, banks and organisations on our request and 
their initiative. They are door openers.

Q18: What could we do better? It would be great to find partners for subsidised legal 
support. Especially on the Seed stage of business, legal 
fees in London can be detrimental to business.can be
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Neither agree or disagree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

I thought the startup sector was a much closed space 
for newcomers. With L&P intros, it seems like quite an 
open scene and industry to be in.

Q23: Completed by:
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Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by less than 6 months

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Metro Bank

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Helped to open bank account

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question

Q19: Would your company... Respondent skipped this
question

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

My perception of London did not change
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Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Neither agree or disagree

A more welcoming city Neither agree or disagree

A thriving cultural centre Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong tech offer Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Respondent skipped this
question

Q23: Completed by:
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Q9: How would you rate the support received by London
& Partners:

5- Excellent

Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Definitely NOT invested in London

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by at least a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial
partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.).
Please indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Respondent skipped this
question

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q18: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question
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Client feedback form – Commercially confidential 

1-   

 
 

 
                                      

                            

 

2-Please provide a brief description of the business functions in your London Operation: 

 

 

 

UK market since 1998.   

The 3rd new office in London will host Digital Designit (designers), the office will primarily 

deliver high end design solutions to provide unified product- service for clients in Europe and 

UK to deliver customer-centered digital transformation. Working at the intersection of 

strategy, design and technology, we derive insight, shape interaction, drive integration and 

unlock innovation for our clients 

3-Number of Employees in London at date of first engagement with L&P: 0 (for this office) 

4-Current number of employees in London: - 
 

5-   

 

7- Estimated number of apprenticeships offered in London in 1 year: 50 

8 - Estimated number of apprenticeships offered in London in 3 years: 150 

9-What percentage of employees you anticipate being in these functions over the next 3 years in your 

London office:  

Managers and directors                 …10% 
Professional and technical occupations           …80%  
Sales and customer service occupations …0% 
Administrative and secretarial occupations     …5 % 
Others                                           …5% 
  

10-What would you have done without London and Partners’ support? 

 Definitely NOT expanded in London 

 Probably NOT expanded in London 

 Probably expanded in London anyway 

 Definitely expanded in London anyway 

 



11- Have the services and advice provided by London & Partners influenced your decision to expand 
in London sooner than planned? 

 Yes, by at least a year 

 Yes, by between 6 months and a year 

 Yes, by less than 6 months 

 No 

 Don’t know 

Other (please specify) … 

 
12- Have the services and advice provided by London & Partners and its network influenced your 
decision to expand in London at a greater scale than originally planned? (For example, a greater level 
of capital investment, more office space, more jobs created) 

 Yes     

 No 

 Don’t Know 

 
 

13 - If YES, can you estimate how many extra jobs you created .. cant say 

 
14-What is the total capital investment in London for this investment project? 

 

 
 

15 – How did we add value to your business? 
 

- L&P has provided intelligence on the Patent Box and Tax incentives on IP creations 
- Introduction to Local accounting firm in London helped in understanding patent box and R&D tax 

incentives  
- Information on key events during London Tech Week helped us identify right networking 

opportunities 
- Provided info on Salary Survey for London  
- Provided info on details of support for apprenticeships and Innovate UK grants 
- Introduction to Progress Work Place Solutions 
- Introduction to V3 Limited 
- Introduction to Hanlon Bennett Consulting 
- Provided information on Tech Hub 
- Facilitated meeting between Mayor and Mr Azim Premji, Wipro Chairman in Davos 
- Facilitated meeting between Dy Mayor and Senior Wipro Staff 
 

16 – What could we do better? 

17- Would your company…. 

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners networking events? YES  

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our publicity & press briefings? 

 

 NO 

Recommend London & Partners? YES  

Be interested in participating in research projects? YES  

Recommend other businesses to invest in London?  

 

YES  

Be interested in receiving information on additional chargeable services?  NO 

Be interested in further advice and practical support from UK Trade & Investment 

(UKTI) on how to export/trade from the UK? 

 

 

 

 

YES  

 



18 – Are there any other services you would like us to offer in the future? (If so, please list them) 

NO 

19 - How did your perception of London change as a result of the support and advice that London & 

Partners provided? 

 I have a better perception of London as a city in which to invest 

 I have a worse perception of London as a city in which to invest 

 My perception of London did not change 

 
20 – Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent 
do you agree that London now seems…  

 Strongly 

Agree 

Agree Neither agree 

or disagree 

Disagree Strongly 

disagree 

Not 

sure 

A city which is better value 

for money 

 Y     

A place which is easier to 

travel to and around 

Y      

A more welcoming city 

 

Y      

A thriving cultural centre Y      

A city with a strong tech offer Y      

A city with a strong life 

sciences offer 

      

 

21 – Please describe what the most significant change in your perception of London has been and 

why as a result of your interaction with London & Partners 

Most significant change is networking and change in perpection of London due to information shared 

on recent trends.  

 

22 - Completed By:  
  
         

September/ 2017 

 

 





Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably NOT invested in London

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by at least a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Yes ( please estimate how many extra jobs you
created)
10

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Central Working
RBS

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

expert advice and counsel on best partners to choose 
primarily

Q18: What could we do better? provide more advice and introduction to clients and 
financial investors
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Strongly agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Not sure/Doesn't apply

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Confiremd that there is real assistance fr companies 
moving to the UK with their help

Q23: Completed by:
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably NOT invested in London

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by between 6 months and a year ,

Other (please specify)
We were evaluating between Netherlands and London

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Yes ( please estimate how many extra jobs you
created)
3

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

No, I am not planning to invest

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? Respondent skipped this
question

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

We spoke to the following firms... we ended  up using Knight Frank to help find office locations.  Although we ended up 
in Regus office spaces but will be reaching back out as we look for an actual office space later this year. 

We almost went several of the law firms but ended up using Radius to help with accounting ./ legal as a single source.  
We are using two recruiters and now are looking for a bank.  Selected Cooley as a local legal representative.

Knight Frank
Hanlon Bennett
Field Fisher
Redfern Legal 
IMA
Fitzgerald & Law
Propel
Centre People
Betts Recruiting

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Process for getting a visa and valuable introductions on 
how to set up the initial business in London.
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Q18: What could we do better? Introductions and guidance on setting up bank accounts 
in UK

Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Neither agree or disagree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Ease of Visa and making it easier for us to understand 
how to set up an office.

Q23: Completed by:
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Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
expand in london at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

Don't know

Q13: If YES, can you estimate how many extra jobs you
created?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q14: What is the total capital investment in London for this 

Q15: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Recruitment and Office space.

Q16: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

Contacts and advice.

Q17: What could we do better? Respondent skipped this
question

Q18: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your expansion in our
publicity & press?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Q19: Are there any other services you would like us to
offer in the future? (if so, please list them)

Respondent skipped this
question

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest
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Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Neither agree or disagree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Neither agree or disagree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Neither agree or disagree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change in your perception of London has been and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

Great ecosystem of like minded companies.

Q23: Completed by:
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Q10: What would you have done without London &
Partners' support?

Probably NOT invested in London

Q11: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners influenced your decision to expand in
London sooner than planned?

Yes, by at least a year

Q12: Have the services and advice provided by London
& Partners and its network influenced your decision to
locate in London at a greater scale than originally
planned? (For example, a greater level of capital
investment, more office space, more jobs created)

No

Q13: Is your company considering to invest/expand in
other UK locations?

Yes, in the next 12 months

Q14: Where else are you planning to invest/expand? England (excluding London), Scotland, Wales

Q15: Which of these functions are you planning to fulfil
within your other UK offices (tick all that apply)?

Sales and customer service occupations,
Other (please specify) Web celebrities

Q16: We introduced you to a number of commercial partners (e.g. accounting, banking, law firms etc.). Please
indicate whom you have instructed to work with:

Real estate company for commercial shop rental

Q17: How did London & Partners add value to your
business?

There are many guests invited by London partner when 
we hold China Ball Even on 19th Sep 2016 in Natural 
History Muesume

Q18: What could we do better? Introduce more Young vibrant tarlents who have willing 
to be successfu as well as some company support and 
invest new potential company.
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Q19: Would your company...

Be interested in receiving invitations to London & Partners
networking events?

Yes

Permit London & Partners to refer to your set-up in our
publicity & press briefings?

Yes

Recommend London & Partners? Yes

Be interested in participating in research projects? Yes

Recommend other businesses to invest in London? Yes

Be interested in receiving information on additional
chargeable services?

Yes

Be interested in further advice and practical support from
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) on how to export/trade from
the UK?

Yes

Be interested to work with us on a short case study? Yes

Be interested in other services (if so, please list them) Cooperative and contact with London
celebrities

Q20: How did your perception of London change as a
result of the support and advice that London & Partners
provided?

I have a better perception of London as a city in which
to invest

Q21: Following the support and guidance you have received from London & Partners, to what extent do you
agree that London now seems...

A city which is better value for money Strongly agree

A place which is easier to travel to and around Strongly agree

A more welcoming city Agree

A thriving cultural centre Strongly agree

A city with a strong tech offer Agree

A city with a strong life sciences offer Strongly agree

Q22: Please describe what the most significant change
in your perception of London has been, and why as a
result of your interaction with London & Partners

The staff Luara in London&Partner really helps me a lot 
, she helps me invited guests to attend our event, helps 
us contact with real estate company looking for a 
commercial shop, in the future we definite need more 
helps from London&Partners.

Q23: Completed by:
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